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ABSTRACT

A Fortran computer program to calculate radar maximum range,
written for the NRL CDC-3800 computer but adaptable to any computer
with a Fortran compiler, is described. The coi-:putation follows previously
established principles, with the pattern-propagation factors set equal to on(,
so that the range calculated is for free space in the sense that earth's sur-
face effects are not taken into account However, the effects of a standard
atmosphere are included in the calculation. Reflection-interference effects
can be separately described by utilizing the crIculated free-space range as
an input to computer plotting programs.

The program calculates the range for any specified probability of detec-
tion, false-alarm probability, and Swerling fluctuation case by utilizing a
slightly modified subroutine written by Fehlner and coworkers of the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. Postdetection
(noncoherent) integration is assumed. The system noise temperature is

computed including effects of galactic, cosmic blackbody, solar, and tropo-
spheric noise, and the tropospheric molecular absorption for oxygen and
water vapor is calculated for a standard atmosphere. The effect of refrac-
tion on the ray path is includcd in the absorption calculation l'y ray trac-
ing, assuming a negative-exponential refractivity-height profile. The range
of validity of the noise temperature and absorption calculations is approx-
imately 100 MHz to 100 GHz. The computation requires a few seconds
with the CDC-3800 computer.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problems R02-64 and R02-55A
Project PO-0-0038 and SF 11-141-005-15483

PROBLEM STATUS

A final report on one phase of the problem; work is continuing on
other phases.

Manuscript submitted June 1, 1972.
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A FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE RANGE
OF A PULSE RADAR

INTRODUCTION

The program to be described performs a calculation of the free-space range of a
monostatic pulse radar, following the principles presented in NRL Reports 6930 and
7010 (1). The range calculated is "free space" in the sense that the effects of the earth's
surface, such as reflection-interference and below-the.horizon shadow, are not taken into
account. However, the absorption and noise of a standard atmosphere, galactic noise,
and solar noise are taken into account. For det.-led definitions of some of the quantities
involved in range calculation and for a discussion of the theory, the reader is referred to
those reports. In NRL Report 6930, a Range-Calculation Work Sheet was presented to
systematize the calculation and thus to simplify handling the rather large number of
quantities and computational steps involved. The use of a computer program represents
a still further step toward simplification of the calculation, and also minimizes the possibility
of error. The computation requires punching one card with the input data (radar parameters
and related quantities). To guard against error in punching this card, the program prints I
out all of the input data as well as the calculated results. The program has been given the
Fortran name RGCALC.

Specifically, this program is a Fortran formulation of Eq. (12) of NRL Report 6930

(Eq. (3) of this report), with the pattern-propagation factors omitted. The signal at the
target is therefore assumed to be due solely to direct-path propagation, and if the specified
transmitting and receiving antenna gains are those of the beam maxima, the target is assumed
to be in the beam maxima. As discussed in NRL Report 6930, the equation is based on
the assumption that the detection range is limited by the normal system noise - i.e., that
there is no interference from manmade signals or noise, and no clutter signals caused by
echoes from extraneous targets, such as rough sea or terrain, rain, or any profusion of I
other targets in the vicinity of the target whosa detection is being considered. The range
thus calculated may be called the "basic" detection-range capability of the radar.

The Range-Calculation Work Sheet of NRL Report 6930 requires some auxiliary
calculations and the use of some sets of curves to determine the visibility factor (minimum-
detectable signal-to-noise ratio); the antenna, transmission-line, receiver, and system noise
temperatures; and the atmospheric absorption loss. Calculations equivalent to using these
curves and auxiliary calculations are performed within Program RGCALC. The only
auxiliary calculation required is that of number of pulses on target, for a scanning radar.
It was not considered feasible to do this calculation in the computer program because the
number of pulses is sometimes determined by a signal processot rather than by the scanning.
However, the calculation is not difficult, in the scanning radar case, as will be discussed
later in this report. Postdeteci~on (noricoherent) integration of the pulses is assumed.*

*See Ref. I (NRL Report 6930). p. 18.
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2 L. V. BLAKE

The computer program can also be adapted to calculating the range of a CW radar
and of a bistatic radar by suitable redefinition of some of the input parameters. F'or CW
radar, the pulse length T can be interpreted as the effective sampling time of the detection
processor in microseconds; or if such a processor is not used, the parameter - can be in-
ierpreied as Llit ,ýciprol`. vrf Li- i,•,eiver prcdctcction bandwidth ir msxi.Ahprtz. or as the
length of time a scanning beam remains on the target, whichever time is the shorter. The
bandwidth correction factor can be used as a correction for non-optimum processing or
filtering of tho signal. The "number of pulses integrated" should be set equal to 1. The
transmitter power P, is defined for this calculation as the average transmitted power in
kilowatts.

If the radar is bistatic, the only reinterpretation required is in the meaning of the
calculated range number. Instead of representing the monostatic range, it represents the
square root of the prduct of the transmitter-to.target range Rt and the target-to-receiver
range Rr. In other words, the calculated number is the geometric mean of R, and Rr.
The transmit and receive antenna gains are already specified separately in the program
because they are actually different even for some monostatic radars. The target cross
section o must of course be the bistatic value.

The frequency range over which the program may be used is from about 100 MHz
to 100 GHz, but it could be extended downward to about 30 MHz and upward to perhaps
150 GHz without incurring gross errors. (Below 30 MHz the occurrence of ionospheric
effects and above 150 GHz the multiplicity of water-vapor absorption resonances invalidate
the equations used in the program.)

The program is written with the option of calculating range for either specified
detection and false-alarm probabilities, or for a specified signal-to-noise power ratio (expressed
in decibels). The latter option is useful in calculating the maximum range of a tracking
radar (as distinct from a search or acquisition radar) when the minimum signal-to-noise
ratio for successful tracking is known.

Except for the fact that the external noise from celestial and terrestrial sources and
the absorption that occurs in the earth's atmosphere are taken into account, the free space
range of the radar is calculated. Actually it would be more accurate to call this range a
quasi-free-space range because of the inclusion of celestial and terrestrial noise and absorp-
tion effects. Because the absorption by the troposphere is dependent on the elevation
angle of the ray path, the target elevation angle is one of the input quantities for the
range calculation. The radar is assumed to b2 located at or near the earth's surface -
within say a thousand feet of sea level. Range calculations applicable to extraterrestrial
locations (e.g., satellite or space-ship radars) can be made by setting the elevation angle to
a high value, e.g., 90 degrees. At this elevation angle, the absorption is usually negligible
for frequencies appreciably below the 22-GHz water-vapor resonance line. Also, the
computed absorption, in decibels, is printed out, so that the computed range can be
rpvised to correct for it if a true free-spice range is desired. The ray path for the absorption
calculation is computed by a ray-tracing algorithm, assuming an exponentiOl decrease of
the refractivity with height (CRPL Exponential Atmosphere), with surface iefractivity of
313 N units (2).

The principal non-free-space factor not taken into account is the effect of the reflec-
tVon and absorption by the earth's surface. These effects may modify the free-space range
greatly under some conditions, but they cannot be readily taken into account by a single
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range calculation. To depict the non-free-space performance of n radar, what is needed is
a graphical representation of the detection-range contours in a vertical plane, or, for a
target at constant altitude, a plot of the variation of signal strength with range, relative
to the signal required for detection.

Programs to produce such plots have been written, and have been described in a
separate report (3). One of the inputs required for these programs is the free-space range
of the radar. Hence, the present program supplements the plotting programs. They could
be combined into a single package. However, this has n',. been done because ordinarily
it is not objectionable to calcu'ate the free.space performance and to plot the non-f'ee-
space detection curves as two successive operations.

For radars whose antenna pattern is a narrow elevatable beam, no significant reflection-
interference effects occur when the beam is elevated by one beamwidth or more, and the
quasi-free-space range calculation then applies directly.

The program to be described has been used and extensively tested over a periud of
time. Results agree with manual calculations using the range-calculation worksheet of
NRL Report 6930 (1). The program was used to compute the ranges of actual Navy
radars for a forthcoming NRL Radar Division report.* The execution time for a single
radar range calculation, for all five Swerling fluctuation cases, is approximately 2 sec on the
NRL CDC-3800 computer,t not including compilation time which is about 100 sec.
(Compilation can of course be avoided by having an "object deck" or machine-language
deck punched, and using it instead of the Fortran or "source deck.")

COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROGRAMS

Some years ago, a computpr program was deveoped for the calculation of maximum
radar rays by a contractort for the Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center of the
Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI-STIC-50j. The work was completed about 1966. This
program was based on NRL Report 5868, an earlier edition of NRL Report 6930 (1).
It utilized some curves published in that report by reading a finite number of data points
into the computer and interpolating between them; this was done for the "visibility
factor" (minimum-detectable signal-to-noise ratio), the antenna noise temperature, and
the atmospheric absorption loss. Because of this the program was limited to calculating
the range for 0.5 probability of detection for a nonfluctuating target, and to the frequency
range 100 MHz to 10 GHz.

Another computer program has been described by Boothe (4). This program
computes the probability of detection as a function of the range, rather than computing

*This will be the firth editiun of NRL Report 56,7. 4th Md., June 21. 1961. "Navy Ralar Systems
Sur'-ey," R.D. Tompkins.

"tThe execution time depends partly on the number of pulses integrated end on whether oi not other
immediately preceding calculations have been made for the same number of pulses and the same fal.,-
a airm probability.

,Tha contractor was Control Data Corporation, and the programming was done by Mrs. Irma Wachtel.
Consultirg assistance on the radar-equation aspects of the work was furnished by the author of this
report. The project was initiated arid monitored by LCDR William Barron of ONI-STIC. The program
iM described in an gterna uNI document STCC-CW-05-e-66 titled "2Computer Program R-.50, Radar
Maximum Range Calculation," Feb. 23, 1967.
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the range for a specified probability. Howevei, the maximum range for specified probability
is found by computing probability for decreasing range values until the desired probability
is reached. The program also makes use of atmospheric absorption curves from NRL
Report 5868, entered as data into the computer; consequently it iý limited to the frequency
range 100 MHz to 10 GHz, plus perhaps a few "spot" frequencies up to 100 GHz. The
report does not state the method used for evaluating antenna noise temperature, and a
program listing is not given. The effect of target aspect variation on cross section is taken
into account deterministically, rather than statistically using Swerling's theory. The signal-
to-noise ratio and the resulting probability of detection are calculated at ranges that
decrease in steps corresponding to observation of a target approaching the radar. The
target is assumed to be changing aspect according to some known prescription, during this
approach, and the corresponding cross-section variation is calculated. (A missile target is
assumed in Boothe's analysis.) As the target approaches, when the probability reaches the
specified value, the range is printed out or otherwise recorded. Either single-scan or
cumulative probability can be specified.

D. M. White has described a comprehensive program (5) to analyze radar performance
in a dynamic situation, computing signal-to-noise ratio and detection probability as a func-
tion of time and targ,Žt position, taking into account the effects of multipath interference,
clutter echoes from the sea or rain, and target motion. In short, the program simulates
in as much detail as is practical the complete radar-target engagement, for a single target.
This program utilizes a subroutine written by L. F. Fehiner* of the Johns Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory, and described by Fehlner in a previous report (6), to calculate the
probability of detecltuio for a specified signal-to-noise ratio, false-alarm number, number
of pulses integrated, and target fluctuation characteristic. Any one of five fluctuation
cases can be specified: the nonfluctuating case and the four Swerling fluctuation cases (1).
White mentions other programs that have been written by Kirkwood (7) and by Nolen (8).

Killinger (9) has developed a computer program that calculates the ratio of signal to
noise-plus-clutter as a function of target rý-nge. Probabilities of detection and false alarm
are also computed. Maximum detection range can be found for a specified signal to noise-
plus-clutter ratio.

The philosophy of the program to be described in this report is somewhat different
from those discussed above. It is not intended to simulate the radar performance in a
dynamic situation. Instead, it is intended to provide, for a specified target size, fluctuation
model, and detection probability, a single number that will serve as an index of the radar's
range capability - a "figure of merit." The geophysical environment is taken into account
as realistically as possible except that effects of clutter, rain, and multipath interference
are omitted. The factors that are believed to be more realistically or accurately calculated
than in other programs are the system noise temperature (or more specifically, the tropo-
spheric, solar, and galactic contributions to the antenna temperature) and the tropospheric
absorption loss (due to collision-broadencd absorption resonances of the oxygen and water-
vapor molecules). The antenna noise temperature and the atmospheric attenuation are
computed directly rather than by interpolation using data entered from precalculated
curves or tables; consequently, the permissible range of frequency is much greater than
for most programs using precalculated temperature snd ahq'rption data.

*Assisted by R.G. Roll and G.T. Trnttpr.
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The program t3 be described in this report computes the detection range for either
a steady (nonfluctuating) target or for any of the four Swerling fluctuation cases (or for
all five cases), for a specified probability of detection and a specified false-alarm probability.
Fehlner's subroutine (which he named MARCUM) has been incorporated into the NRL
program, with slight modifications, for this purpose. The principal modification has beern
to provide for calculating on the basis of false-alarm probability, rather than Marcum's
false-alarm number. Another modification insures that when successive calls are made to
the subroutine with the same false-alarm and number-of-pulses parameters, the bias-level
calculation is not repeated. This saves an appreciable amount of computing time in the
iterative procedure used to determine signal-to-noise ratio for specified probability. (Sub-
routine MARCUM actually does the inverse problem of computing probability for a specified
signal-to-noise r.tio.) Because of these and other changes, the subroutine as actually used
in the NRL program has been renamed MARSWR (acronym for Marcum-Swerling); but it
is basically Fehlner's MARCUM subroutine. The calculation is made assuming a square-
law detector, whereas most radar receivers employ a linear-rectifier detector,* but the
difference in performance oi the two detector types is about 0.2 dB at most, depending
on number of pulses integrated.

DATA INPIYrS

The inputs to Program RGCALC for a single radar range calculation are punched on
a single data card. The format specifications for this card are as follows. Each of the
listed quantities is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

Data Item Format Specification Card Columns

Transmitter power, kW F6.0 1-6
Pulse length, psec F6.0 7-12
Transmit antenna gain, dB F4.0 13-16
Receive antenna gain, dB F4.0 17-20
Target cross section, m 2  F6.0 21-26
Frequency, MHz F6.0 27-32
Antenna ohmic loss, dB F4.0 33-3G
Receiving line loss, dB F4.0 37-40
Transmit line loss, dB F4.0 41-44
Antenna pattern scan loss, dB F4.0 45-48
Miscellaneous loss, dB F4.0 49-52
Bandwidth factor, dB F4.0 53.56
Receiver noise factor, dB F4.0 57-60
Number of pulses 15 61-65
Probability of detection F4.2 66-69
False-alarm exponent F4.0 70-73
Swerling fluctuation case I1 74
Target elevation angle, deg F4.0 77 -78
Galactic noise code 12 79-80

-See Ref. 1 (NRL Report 6930), p. 29.
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The data items of the preceding list denoted "probability of detection" (Cols. 06-69)
and "false-alarm exponent" (Cols. 70-73) are actually so defined only if the "case" paiameter
(Col. 74) is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. If the case parnmeter is 6 r,. 7, as will be discussed sub-
sequently in more detail, thp range is calculated for a specified signal-to-noise ratio in
decibels (Case 6) or ratios (Case 7). If one signal-to'noise ratio is to be specified, it goes
in card columns 66-69 in place of the probability of detection. The second signal-to-noise
ratio goes in Cols. 70-73, in place of the false-alarm exponent.

Data items shown as having an F format specification can be entered as a number
including a decimal point, with the number positioned anywhere within the card-column
field. If an F-specification number happens to be an integer, it can also be entered without
a decimal point, but in that case i: must be right-adjusted within the card-column field.
The specification F6.0 means a number of 6 characters or less including decimal point and
sign, if any (positive sign is implied if no sign is given). The decimal point can be positioned
anywhere in the field. Data items having an I format specification must be integers (no
decimal point), and must be right-adjusted in the colvmn field.

This single card contains all the numerical data required for a radar range calculation.
However, two data cards are required for each radar calculation; the other (first) card
contains any alphanumeric material that may be required to identify the radar. This
material is punched anywhere in the 80-column field of the data card, atid it will be printed
out at the top of the page preceding the listing of input-output quantities.

Calculations for any deksired number of radars can be made in one computer run by
stacking the data cards in the following manner:

Cards 1, 3, 5, 7, ... Alphanumeric material identifying the radars

Cards 2, 4, 6, 8, . . . Data cards giving numerical parameters corresponding to the
preceding identifier cards.

If it is not desired to provide alphanumeric identifying material, blank cards should be
inserted at positions 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . of the data deck. The last card of the deck is an
end-of-file card. When this is encountered, the job will be terminated.

In the discussion of definitions that follows, a basic principle should he kept in mind.
In any radar system, the partitioning of the system' into sections called "antenna," "trans-
mission line," "recpiver," and "transmitter" is somewhat arbitrary (see NRL Report 6930,
p. 47, Fig. 10, and NRL Report 7010, p 38, Fig. 5). The points in the system at which
1'.is arbitrary partitioning is done determines the numerical values of losses, gains, power,
and noise temperatures to be assigned to the factors which will subsequently be identified
as Lo, Lr, Li, P1, Gt, GC, T0 , Tr, and Te (NF). The range calculation will come out the
same no matter he,.v this partitioring is done if the assignment of values to all these
quantities is consistent with the partitioning selected. Values of losses in decibels are to
be entered on the data card as positive numbers.

Transmitter Power. See NRL Report 6930 (1), p. 11. Symbol P1 . This is the pulse
power of the radar in kilowatts.

I1
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P~ulse Length. See N111I, Rej sort 6930V, iv 11. 'The, symi i d is used for thle dlurationl
between 3-d B points of the transmitted RF jpulso, in rmicrosecondls. If thet radlar is of the
DI~uSC-CO11 pression type. thI e uncompressed pulSC length applies, assunming t hat Pt is thIn
power of' the uncompressed puis, . The basic rule is tnat the produ(-t P17 r fLhISt equal the4
transmitted pulse energy. (Mor, specifically, the pulse I .wer in kilowatts times 10:1,
multiplied by the pulse lengtl. iii mieroseconds times 10-6, must equal the transmitted
pulse energy in watt-second.)

.Intonna Gain. See- NRL Report 6930 p. 12. The power g.mns of the traonsmitting
antenna (G(~) and receiving antenna (G,) 'are in decibels. Power gain G is to he (list ingitished
from directive gain D. dhese quantities are related by G 1.!,D,. where, k is the radiation
efficiency (hz !5 1). The radiation effiriency is a metasure of ohmnic or heat loss in the
antenna. and should nut be confused with aperture efficiency, which Measures the relation-
ship between the directive gain act ually obtained and that which Would have I en obtainod
if the aperture were uniformly illumi, ited.

Target Cross Section. See' NRI. Report 6930, p). 13. Thle symbhol- is us-Aý for the
radar cross sectmon of the target in square meters. For comparison of the performance
of competing systemns, the value o = 1 m12 is ofyen used.

Frequency See NRL Report 6930, p). 14. The symbol M114 is for tho~ radar froquency
ifl fil~dlle.-tz.

Antenna Ohimic Loss, See NRL Report 6930, p). 48. The symbol L, is for the ohmicI
loss of theanternna expressed in decibels. Vveri though this loss is taken into account b~y
the fact that 0 represe its the power gain rather than the direc-tive gain of the antenna, it
must also he entered separately because of ts contribution to the system noisev. (Its
inclusion in the power gain accounts only for its effect onl the transmitted and received
signal powers.) If there are separate transmitting and receiving antennas. L,, refers to th-e

receiving antenna only. This quantity is negligible for many types of antennas, particulaxlý'

for parabolic reflecto- types, for which tnie approximation L,, = 0 dB is usually justifiable.I
Certain types of Ltray antennas, especially those that employ f1eQUecy1\ or phase scanning,
may h-ave appreciable ohrric loss.;,

Receiving Line Loss. See NRL Rei-ort 6930, P). 70. The symbol 1, is uised for the

loss of the receiving transmission line iii decibels. This loss usually includes duplexer orI
circulator losses; the prefatory remark concernini. partitioning of the receiving system
applies.

Transmitting Line Loss. See NRL Report 6930, 1) 70. The symbol I., is for thle
loss of the trans mitting portion of the transmission line in decibels (not usually identical
to Lr.). Duplexer loss is usually included. TIhe remark concerning partitioning of theI

Antenna-Patteri. Scan Loss. See NRL Report 6930, p). 70. Syrnbrd L41,. This loss
reflects the facts, that (a) the number of pulses integrated for a scanning radar is somnewhat
a~rbit-aily take to , ti~e iiumber occurring while the, target is within the half-power
beamwidth of the antenna, and (b) the? beam does not have full uniform gain within this
beamnwidth and zero gain elsewhere. For a nonscanning radar aimed directl\ at a target,

Lp=0 dB. For a simple azi Muth -scanning radar, I.p ., 1 .6 dB. For a simUltanevotily
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azimuth- and elevation-scanning radai, Lt -_ 3.2 dB is a reasonalde assumption, although
this result is based on a crude rather than a sophisticated analysis.

Mliscellaneous Loss. Sec NRL Report 6930, p. 82-84. Symbol L. Among the
possible losses that may be included here are collapsing loss, signal-processing loss, array-
fill-time loss, beam-squint loss, polarization-rotation loss, and rain-absorption loss (if the
rainstorm extent is less than the radar-to-target range). The decibel value of this los&s is
obtained by directly adding the decibel values of individual contributing losses.

Bandwidth Factor. See iJRL Report 6930, p. 14. Symbol CB is for the decibel loss
resulting from a mismatch, in the North-filter sense, between the pulse characteristics and
the receiver filter transfer characteristic. For a simple pulse radar, this relationship can
be analyzed adequately in terms of the pulse length and shape, and the filter bandwidth.
For most radars of 'his type it is reasonable to assume Cp = 0 dB, in the absence of
spe(.Ific knowledge to the contrary. For pulse-compression radars, there is usually some
loss associated with the compression filter, ranging from perhaps 0.5 dB to several decibels,
depending on the technique employed and the compression ratio. As is done witb the
loss factors, C'R is to be entered as a positive decibel number.

Receiver Noise Factor. (Also called receiver noise figure; although "fi,. re" is perhaps
the most common usage, IEEE stanaards give preference to "factor.") See NRL Report 6930,
p. 50. Symbol XF or F,. The re,.eiver noise factor and receiver noise temperature are
alternative ways of expressing the same property of the receiver, but the noise facto, has
been chosen here because it is the quantity more commonly given in receiver specifications.
The decibel value of the noise factor is to be entered on the data card.

Number of Pulses. See NRL Report 6930, pp. 7" and 72. Symbol Al. If this number
is determined by a signal processor, it must be found by reference to the characteristics
of the processor. When it is determined by the scanning action of the radar antenna, and
if a simple azimuth scan is employed, the appropriate formula is

*., PRI-3! - Rf (.1)
6 • RPM - cos 0,'

where o is the a-.mutbal half-power beamwidth, degrees; PRF is the pulse repetition
frequency, hertz; RPM is the rotation rate of the antenna, revolutions per minute; and
0, is the elevation angle of the target. (The term cos Or is significant only when a target
I, Pi elev.tion angle of about 10 degrees or more. For vertical-fan-beam radars the

L.ý' is usually cal'ulated at an elevation angle low enough so that cos Of : 1.)

For simultanecus azimuth- and elevation-scanning radars, assuming a sawtooth-motion
elevation scan and d uniform-speed-rotation azimuth scan, the appropriate formula is

<, -0 • PR F
_____ ,(2)

6 w, - r• • RPM - cos 0"2

)n which ¢,, PRF, RPA, and o, have the same definitions as before, 0 is the vertical beam-
width, w,. is the vertical 3canning speed in degrees per second at the target elevation angle,
and t, is the verticai-scan p)erio~d in seconds, including the dlead time it any.
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The number of pulses to be used for radars of other scan types must be analyzed on
an individual basis, as discussed in NRL Report 6930.

The number of pulses is entered on the data card ab an integer (I-format). Consequently
the number must be right-adjusted in the field of columns 61 through 65. If the number
calculated from the above formulas is not an integer, it should be rounded off to the
nearest integer. (The subroutine that calculates detection probability requires an integer
for the number of pulses integrated.)

Probability of Detection. See NRL Report 6930, pp. 18 and 19. Symbol Pa. Prob-
ability is here given in the mathematical sense of a number between 0 and 1 (not as a
percentage figure). Values larger than 0.99 should not be entered because computational
difficulties result. Also, values smaller than the false-alarm probability Pf. are meaningless;
for practical purposes, Pd should be at least an order of magnitude larger than Pfa. (Ordi-
narily it is many orders of magnitude larger.) Typical values of Pd of interest range from
about 0.1 to 0.95.

False-Alarm Exponent. See NRL Report 6930, pp. 18-19. Symbol -log 1 0 Pfl.
Typical values of false-alarm probability range from 10-4 to 10-12. The number to be
entered on the data card is the positive value of the exponent (power of ten). Thus, for
Pfa = 10-6, enter the number 6.0 on the data card; for Pja = 2.5 X 10-6, enter 5.6.

Swerling Fluctuation Case. See NRL Report 6930, p. 28. Five cases are considered,
with 0 represenLing the nonfiuctuating target and integers 1 through 4 representing the
4 Swerling cases as defined in NRL Report 6930 (and elsewhere). If the numbers 0, 1, 2,
3, or 4 are punched on the data card in Column 74, the corresponding fluctuation case
will be calculated. If 5 is punched, all 5 cases will be calculated.

Further options are provided by a 6 or a 7 punch in Column 74. A 6 punch signifies
that the range is to be calculated for a specified signal-to-noise ratio rather than for
specified probabilities of detection and false alarm. For this case, the signal-to-noise ratio,
in decibels, is punched in Column 66-69, where probability of detection would ordinarily
appear. If a 7 is punched in Column 74, the calculation of range will be made for two
different signal-to-noise ratios, one given in Columns 66-69, the other in Columns 70-73.
When either 6 or 7 is punched in Column 74, the number-of-pulses entry, Columns 61-65,
is ignored. Likewise, if 6 is punched, the false-alarm exponent entry, Columns 70-73, is
ignored.

"Target .:/ation Angle. See NRL Report 6930, pp. 48, 68, 69, and 72 through 80.
As mentioi..d in the Introduction, this factor enters into the "quasi-free-space" range cal-
culation because the effect of the earth's atmosphere on the antenna noise temperature
and on absorption loss is taken into account. The elevation angle is to be entered in degrees.
If a range calculation applicable in empty space is desired, a close approximation can be
obtained, except at frequencies near the water vapor and.near or above the oxygen resonances
(22 and 60 GHz, respectively) by setting the elevation angle to 90 degrees, because for
this setting the absorption is virtually negligible. Also, since the calculated absorption is
one of the printed-out quar tities. correction for it can be made.

Galactic _Noise Code. S. c NPL Rrejn. t 6930, p. 49, Fig. 11. As shown in the referenced
figure, the noise received from the galaxy to which the solar system belongs varies depending
on the part of the galaxy toward which the antenna is pointed. This direction is not
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usually predictable. Therefore the options of calculating the radar rarnge for three choices
of galactic and solar noise levels are provided. The co(htS art, -1 for minimum galactic
noise, 0 for average noise, and +1 for maximum ":alactic noise. (The maximum and min.'
values are shown by dashed lines in the referenced figure of NRL Report 6930.) The
number entered is to be right-adjusted in Column. 79-80

PROGRAM OUTPUT

The output of Program RGCALC is a single printed page for each set of data inputs
(two data cards). The alphanumeric material of the first data card is printed at the top
of the page. Then the numerical input data are printed, both as a record of the data and
to ensure that the data card was correctly punched. Next are printed some intermediate
output quantities such as the computed noise temperatures of the system components and
of the overall receiving system, and the tropospheric absorption for a two-way path through
th- entire troposphere at the specified elevation angle. Then, if the number punched in
Column 74 of the numerical data input card was 5 or less, the calculated range or ranges
are printed for the Swerling case or cases specified. Along wi'h each range figure are also
given the calculated s-inal-to-noise ratio in decibels and the trc,-ospheric attenuation for
that range.

If the "case" parameter of Column 74 is 6 or 7, the printed output is modified slightly
to reflect the fact that the range has been calculated on the basis of an assumed signal-to-
noise ratio rather than for specific probabilities of detection and false alarm and a specific
fluctuation model.

Figures 1 through 6 are illustrations of the input data cards and resultant printed
output for three different *case" options, namely 1, 5, and 7. Cases 0, 2, 3, and 4 produce
output results similar to that shown for Case 1, and Case 6 produces an output similar to
that of Cast 7, except that the range is then calculated for only one signal-to-noise ratio.
The radar parameters of these sample calculations are fictitious.

EQUATIONS AND ALGORITHMS

It has been mentioned that DI. (12) of NRL Report 6930 (1) is the basis of Program
RGCALC. The equatiun is

P t ~ W ) ~ s e G I r ~ i F , 2 2 1 ( 4
Rmax = 129.2 tk1H j Fe F, (3)

The symbols in this equation have been previously defined iii this report exce.pt for those
that follow:

k't, Fr - pattern-propagation factors for the radar transmitter-to-target and target-to-
receiver paths, respf'ctively. In Program RGCALC, F, ý Fr = 1.

T, - the receiving systm noise temperature, kelvins

V(, - the visibility tactor, or predetection signal-to-noise ratio required for the
specified probahility of dihtection of the target echo
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L - the system loss factor, equal to the product of all the component loss factors.*
(In decibels, 1. is the sum of the component. decibel losses.)

Program RGCALC is an executive routine which reads the data cards and then trans-
mits the dat-a .to a subroutine named RANGE. This subroutine calls other subroutines
which calculate the system iio..* temperature T,, the signal-to-noise ratio Vo, and a table

all e I if *_1 1I t! re
3 III

2 22 222 22222? 22 22221 2 222 22222222222222 2 2222222 22227222 22??2 22222 2222222 7 22

333339333 JJl~J3]l]3&313333333333:3333] 33333333333333333333]333]]13&]-•JlJJ]33333

4 1t4d4e4441 4 4I'.I&e34d444441444I444Ie| a441lllll4141444444144444d41444 1 4s44444Ia4
4

•1 1t 66[I66G6.61 G6 [ 6656 06[•6661•• 6tI6t666 i66t 6••[

I 11 I 13 33 13 23 331 3 3133 31 33 3 33 31 1 3 3 1 13 1 ) 3 13 3

. . .- 5fC . .. .. . .. ..

* I 353g933. , I, I` c• • I3

330 1 00 D10 0a00 0000 33 a00 0 0Aa 0 03 0 2130a9Ge0 0 00 0 00 D 00 1303G 30 00 00010 0 C0C2C 0 3 G0 0 9C 03330

)ii I 1T 3 i3,1 l ll l il 1 3 ll3 I ii I I 3113 13 3 1 31llll l t i i iii il ii J !3

4 44 4 4 4444 444444 4 4 J" '. 4,4 d441444444444i4 4a 4 4 I A A A A A A 4 1 A4 1 i 4.2 1 :.24A 14 ' 4 1 144 4 4

93 9' Sq~q 9 Qo 1,~. 5 9 9 9 9 9

Fig. I - Data cards for calculating range of a UHF search radar, SwerlinR case I target fluctuation
(I punch in Col. 74 of second card).

*Loss Factor is sometimes expressed as a number luss than one, in which case it would belong in the
numerator of the range equation. Here -,- coire.t engineering definition of loss as the reciprocal of

gain is employed, so that L
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/
RADAR NAME OR DESCRIPTION p-

FICTITIOUS UHF SEARCH RADAR

RADAR AND TARGET PARAMETERS (INPUTS) **

PULSE POWER, KXW .......... 0° . .. .. 5010,

PU4Sk LENGT~w MICROSbC ,,,,,,, . .... ,. , 20,0000
TOANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN, DO . , , * ,. . * , 22,ý

RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN, DB,,,,o ,,.,...,. ,- 220f /ý
FREGUENCY, MHZ .,.,.... 315,t
RECEIVER NOISE FACTOR (FIGURE). DR-,., ........

vkNDWIDTk CORRECTION FACTOR, n8 ,
ANTENNA OIMIC LOSS. D0 .*,t.,t8*l. .* u.,

TRANSMIT TRANSMISSION LINE LESS, D 6.........3
RECEIVE TRANSMISSION LINE LOSS, DO .0.. .... 5
SCANNINGeANTkNNA PATTERN LeSS, 08 t,6,... ., 1,6
MISCELLANESUS LOSS, U9 ,......... t 0
NUM$ER OF PULSES INTEGRATeD , u,...,....... 45
PReBABILITY e FDETECTI N I & I I *t ..L ... 1.. 6,500 "

FALSE-ALARM PROBABILITY, NEGATIVE POWER OF TEN m.0
7ARGET CROSS SECTION. SQUARE 4ETERS , .. o,.,...
TARGET ELEVATION ANGLE, DEGREES 01..., * ,.,,..

AVERAGE SOLAR AND GALACTIC NOISE ASSUMED
PATTkRN-PROPAGATION 1ACTORS ASSUMED 3

/

CALCULATED QUANTITIES (OUTPUTS)

NtISE TEMPERATURES, DEGREES KELVIN
ANTENNA (TA) .... .... ;,.... 2516
RECEIVING TRANSMISSIN LINE (T 35,4
RECEIVER (TE) I .. ,*I* **. I223,

TL X LINE.LOSS FACTOR 6 TE2,53,2
SYSTEM (?A * TR * TE!) ,.,,, 540,2

TWO-WAY ATTENUATIfN TwROUGH ENTI14 TROPOSPHERE, DO 1.0

SWERLING SIGNAL- .TRGPOSPNERIC RANGE,
FLUCTUATION Te-NOISF ATTENUATIMN# NAUTICAL

CASE RATIO, 08 /" DECI&ELS MILES
........--... v- -v w/

1. 19Q 0,97 209,9

Fig. 2 P- ogram RGCALC uutput rfr data cards of Fig. 1
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III, ! l 3I 3 33 3II3

Im II IIIt ILL I
S~~~~O4O3l•,l4..iiooo 6,6363l0oi! o3Do3 iooo of o:lu ooooD~i4nioglooo ooo o cocg o444oo oo• o o o o 4o ooo

• * ',',; Ii, ; ' *IS* .'..........~ u
I IIII IIII fi ll' IIII I oi~l~ l l l l l l l t ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l

12222222223222222222222Ž222223212i22222222222Ž12 .322 222222222 222222222222222222222

44,,,4,41444 14 :4444 4444443144 ,4444444444, .', 4,4,44444444444,4444444444444,4,44444

3 44666636A6146 6334 4444 6 63 1144 Z 6 44444 4 14 446A646A44:A644 4 64 4644666664 4 666 44 46666466666A4 4A

I 1 II 1 1 3 7 ii7 7 ,77 17 7 777 17 1 171177u7 7 11.17 1 7: I I I ; 7 477 1 1 1 7 1 III1 11 117 i7 1l7 7 IIIIIIIIIIIII

,',. . .. , **I I * .* S .. . .. C . 1 .1 *. . .. ..-. .. . .- : . , 4

213 22 22 2 2 222 2 22 2 22 1212 2 122723222 222 2 222322 2'73?7 Z ? 2 72 2 2 2222 2Ž321272 2122 2 2 2 272 22

IIi13 3 13133 3 313 l3 E1 3 3 411 31 i3 31 1113 1113§I1 11131i191 9 113333)3 111111111

(aray of trpspei ab tio losses 51 5- in dec5ibes at rag increment55 s555 s aln th (refracted) is5

II a1 I. t1 ; I II i" I I I aI II It II I I Ill I I II II sI II I I I II I I II I II S I I I, I I I I I II I II II

Fig. 3 -- Data cards for calculating range of a microwave volumne-sconning radar. Swerling
I I ~ cases 0. 1, 2, 3. 4 fluctustion (5 punch in Col. 74 of second card)

(array) of tropospheric abs orption losses in decibels at range increments along the (retracted)
ray path for the specified elevation angle. Then a system loss factor L. with tropospheric
absorption loss omitted, is calculated, The range equation ar-thmetic is then performed,

using the input data and the calculated values of T,, V1, and L. Then, in the table of
calculated absorption loss values, a value of this loss corresponding to the calculated range
is found by interpolation. The range is corrected by a factor corresponding to this loss
factor; then the new losb factor corresponding to this corrected range is found, again by
interpolation; this iteration is repeated until the last correction corresponds to less than
0.1 dB. in a subroutine named ITEF.AT.
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RADAR NAME MR DESCRIPTION ,N

Pit•IITIOUS MIGReWAVE VeLLME-SCAN RADAR

RADAR AND TARGET PARAMETERS (INPUTS)

PULSE P®oER, Km 1, . . . ,00*, ' ' *

FULSk LENGH, MICRdSLC,.,,,,,,*,.,.. *.• 60.0000
TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN,o 0 ,,,,,..... . ... 34st
RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN. D8 ...... t,..t...... 34,0

fRE0UENCY, MN .. , . ....... *, ,* .,, , • * .'
RFCEIVER h•IlE FACTRe (rLovRE)l 06,. ,

DANDWIDTh C9RRECTION rACTMR, DB ,,,.;. ,D8,.

ANTENNA OHMIC 66S, 09 .,,,.,............

TRAN$MIT TRANSMISSION LINE LOSS, .DO 6,5

RECEIVE TRANSMISSION LINE 9e55, DO ,1'2,

SCANN!NG*ANTENNA PATTERN LOSS, #8 ,,,,. 3,2
MISCb6LANE8US LOSS, DR o.,.,,,.,.•.....,?

NUMBk•R O PULSE INTLORATED, .... ., 2
PROBABILITY OF DETECTIBN,,,......... 0,900
FALSE=ALARM PROBABILITY, NEGATIVE PV4ER Or YEN 6,0

":ARGtT CROSS SECTIeN, SQVARE METERS ,*l*, 1,000c

TARGET ELEVATION ANGLE, DEGREES ,,...,... 0,40

MAXIMUM SOLAR AND GALACTIC NOISE ASSuMED

PATTERN.PRePAGATION FACTORS ASSUMED a 1.

CALCWLATkD QUANTITIES (OUTPUTS)

NSISE TEMPERATURES, DEGREES KELVIN
ANTENNA (TA) ...... 04-4-*. , :1110

RLCkIVING TRANSMISSION LINE (TR) ,..,... 92,3
RkCEIVER (TE) ..... .. ,...... . 284,6
TL X LINE-LOSS FACTOR 0 TEl .,...,,.,. 38M,5
SYSTEM (TA S T* T*E) ,,............ *.* 603.9

TWe-wAY ATTENUATION THROUGM k•TIRE TRRPOSPMERE, DR 3,6

SWERLING SIGNAL- TROPOSPHERIC RANGE,
rLUCTUATION 7g-NOISE AfTeNJATIeN, KAUTICAL
CASk RATIO, Do DECIbE6S PILES
------------------------------------- ---------- ...... -------

0 )0,6o 2,88 126,9

118,69 ?,V? 63,2

2 14,83 i,52 101,9

3 14,P3 2,52 101,9

4 12,Be 2.,9 113.0

Fig. .4 - Program KUUALU ouLput Ior dmita ca-,s o Fig. s
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-I ill ri., jLL UIt:iLI-'VOA TPFC- I I C 11' ý-

le11 1 3 11 1 1 1 13 1

00 030G- l 030033a0 00to 0 ta o001.lo0 3003a60 a0 00 a 0 000 a a 0 0 ao 0 t 300 00 CC cc 3 i0 00 0 00 0 00 0 300

2 22 22 2 2 212 1 2 22 2 2 2222 2i 7~Z 1 ?2 2 2 2 2?2 22 2 2 2 U22 2 2 222 22 2 2 ,2 2 22 1 22 2 2 222272 221

I 333333011303 3310 i3 3 033 3 1 3 3301 301 ?II?33 133 i 3 313 30 3 !13 3 33 303 1313 30303 331

4 44 4 44 44 44 4 4 4 14 4414 444 44 44 4 4e4 44 4 44 4 134 A4 4 44 4 444 4 44 4 4 444 444 44 4 44 4 A44 44 44 4

16 1 6 666 66666661 6666666C666

0 0 0 l8t~ 0 10 0 0 0 00 0C1 0 000060 0 0 0 SOl 0 a0 0 01a000003 00 a0 0C0203aaaa0 0 0q q 3010 0 030 C 3

66 66 6 6611 666 66 6 16 6 6 656A6 60S 6 6 6466 6 666 6666 66 6 06 6 6 66 6 6 666 C 6 6 S 66S 6 6 6 E j6 #6 6 6 . 66 6

201 1 1 711 11 11 7 1 71 1 11 1 11l1111 7711; :13111 1311701 I? 31 7.;0 1 14 3131 1 1 1

9911 111391SIS519 1 1 3 V4 ~I I ISIISS 99 1 9 S 1 01199 53~ 3 9 9 3 9 1 341 /.:0q 1 9 1 i

Fig. 5 - D&ta cards f calculating ra nge o f a iI ierwave tracking pdar on a specified
signal- -inoise-ratia bAsis (7 Pu i: M6 74 of secon (I
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RADAR NAME OR DESCRITTION t,

FICTITIOUS MILLIMETEReWAVE TRACKING RADAR

RADAR AND TARGET PARAMETERS (INPUTS) Po

PULSh POWER, Kw *.1....,....... .. ,,.. 50,0
PULSk: L6NGTW, MICROSW . , ,, , , t , , .0 2 0
TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN, 06 t t, , ,t . 54,

RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN, DB,,,t..'. , , 54,0
FREQUENCY MMZ0
RECEIVER NOISE FACTSH (rIGURE), DR . 15n
iANDWIDTO CORPECTION FACTR, 8 ,,DO.II 1 00
ANTENNA OWMIC 6OSSg U8 'mo,, , 't ,• t

TRANSMIT TRANSMISSIMN LINE LESS. DO . 017
HECEIVE TRANSMISSION LINE L8SSI Ob .. 2?
SCANNINGiANTENNA PATTERN LOSS, 08 Ion.,..
MISCLLLANE uS 6SSo DR 0,3
SIGNAL-TO.eI|SE RATIO, DB t.,,,,..,,•.. 3'm
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIte DdO ,.,,,,,,,,. . 0,0
TARGET CROSS SECTION, SOUARE METbRS , 0,2000
TARGET E6EVATION ANGLE, DEGREES ....... 0,00
MINIMUM SeLAR AND GALACTIC NOISE ASS !MED
PATTERN-PROPAGATI|N 'ACTORS ASSUMED a 1,

CALCULATED OUANTITIES (OUTPUTS)

N@ISE TEMPERATURES, UEGREES KEIVIN I
ANTENNA (TA) ".. .. . .

RECEIVING TRANSMISSION LINE (T) ,..,,.. 191,3
RECEIVER (TE) .... , t,, t,, , ..... ,.,,.. 6880,6
Tk X LINE-LQSS FACTR a TEl 14,...,o,.. 14738,1
SYSTEM (TA i TR * TEI) 152.12., tO0.. 15210

TWO-WAY ATTENUATION TWROUGH ENTIRE TRMPOSPHERE, DR 34,4

RANGE z 22,1 N, MI,, TROPOSPMERIC ATYEKUATION a 7,27 DO

FMR SPECIrIED SIQNAL-7S-NGISE RATIO 9 3,00 no

RANGE a 25,0 No Mt., TGFIPOSPWERIC ATTENUATION a @,i5 09

FeR SPECIFIED SIGNAL-78-NMISE RATIO v 0,00 nO

Fig. 6 - Phugram RGCALC output for data cards of Fig. 5
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Figure 7 is a flow chart showing the sequence of events in the computation. As
indicated, checks are made at several points which permit certain portions of the calculation
to be omitted if more than one range calculation is being made and if results of some steps
in the preceding calculation can be used.

In the fo!'•wi; sections, the algorithms of the various subroutines of the program
will be described. The names in parentheses following the subroutine name are its parameters
in the calling sequence.

Subroutine ALPHA (FMIIZ)

This subroutine performs the initial step in the computation of tropospheric absorption
loss and noise temperature; it computes a set of absorption coefficients in decibels per
nautical mile for a set of aititudes above sea level from 0 to 100,000 ft. The rirst 21 of
these altitudes (from 0 to 2000 ft) are at intervals of 100 ft; the next 28, to 30,000 ft,
are at intervals of 1000 ft; the next 20, to 70,000 ft, are at intervals of 2000 ft; and the
last 6, to 100,000 ft, are at intervals of 5000 ft. This graduation of height intervals
reflects the fact that the absorption coefficient changes more rapidly in the lower atmosphere
than it does at higher altitudes.

The absorption coefficients are calculated at each of these altitudes for both oxygen
and water vapor, and the two coefficients are added to obtain a total absorption coefficient.
The resulting array of 75 coefficients, for the frequency FMHZ (first parameter of the call-
ing sequence) is named ALPH kJ, 75), J = 3. It is transmitted as output via a COMMON
block named PTR.

The computation is done using the theory of Van Vleck as described in NRL Report
7010 (1), except that in the previous version of the subroutine described there, Van Vleck's
centroid approximation was used, and it is not valid in the region near the oxygen resonances
from about 50 to 70 GHz. The new version of the subroutine, as now used in Program
RGCALC, performs a more exact calculation by summing the separate absorption contribu-
tions of each of 46 individual oxygen resonance frequencies. Consequently, range calcula-
tions can now be made within as well as outside the frequency region 50 to 70 GHz.

The calculations are made for the standard dry atmosphere known as the U.S. Exten-
sion to the Internationel Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standard Atmosphere (10).
The model for water-vapor content of the atmosphere is based on a humidity profile
given by Sissenwine and others (11) as representative of the midlatitude mean humidity.
This midlatitude mean, however, has a surface water-vapor content of 5.947 gm/m 3 , and
it was desired (in accordance with prevailing practice) to adopt the surface water-vapor
density value of 7.5 gm/m 3 for the absorption computations. Therefore, the values of
the Sissenwine model were all multiplied by the factor 7.5/5.947 = 1.261. The tabulation
given in Sissenwine's report is for altitudes at intervals of 2 km in the region of interest
here. The values corresponding to the altitudes specified in Subroutine ALPHA were
obtained by means of en interpolation technique developed for digital-computer plotting
of a smooth curve through a set of data points (12).

The sets of 75 values of pressure, temperature, and water-vapor density values defining

this model atmosphere wr i-r-tercd into Subroutine ALPHA in the form of Fortran DATA
statementq (arrays PP, TT, and RR), thus obviating any necessity of reading them in from
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a separate deck of data cards each time the program is run. The set of 46 oxygen reso-
nance frequencies is similarly entered via DATA statements; these frequencies are separated
into two arrays, FTRP and FTRM, cutresponding to two classes of quantum-mechanical
state transitions of the oxygen molecule. The details of the calculations are described by
Meeks ann Lilley (13); their formulations of the oxygen absorption equations were employed.
(The frequeo'ies FTRP correspond to their symbol VN. and FTRM corresponds to _

The only deviation from the Meeks and Lilley calculations was the use of a slightly
different dependence of line width on altitude. The model of Reber, Mitchell, and
Carter (14) was used for this part of the calculation.

Subroutine ATLOSS (FMHZ, ELEV, ATMP)

The input parameters are FMHZ, frequency in megahertz, and ELEV, elevation angle
in degrees. The output parameter ATMP is the tropospheric noise temperature computed
for the specified frequency and elevation angle. Another output, transmitted via COMMON
block RGA, is an array of absorption values named AWlN (decibels) corresponding to a
set of range values along the ray path at angle ELEV, corresponding to the altitude values
of Subroutine ALPHA. The corresponding array of range values RG is similarly transmitted
as output.

values of absorption coefficients ALPII(J,75), J = 3, is used to calculate cumulative
absorption along the ray path at angle ELEV. The ray path in the refracting atmosphere
is computed by numerical-integration ray tracing, from the formula (15)

SRlh } = R dh (4)

in which

dR n(.h)d IF n• - (5)

Here R is the radar range corresponding to height h1 as measured along the ray path of
the initial elevation angle 0,, n(h) is the refractive index height profile, rl, is the value of
n at h = 0, and ro is the radius of the earth (more specifically, it is the distance from the
earth's center to the initial point of the ray).

1.

The attenuation is then computed along this ray path by numerically integrating
the equation

A(R 1 ) - 2 (h) W- - dh, (6)
i, 0

2,.

S. . ,...." "I . . . , , , ,,¢
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in which R1 = R(h 1 ), and - (h) is the absorption coefficient at height h, as given by Ihe
array ALPH (J, 75), J = 3. The derivative ds/dh is equal to [1/n(h)J • dR/dh; that is,
R is the radar range measured along the ray path, and s is the geometric distance along
the same path. The derivatives ds/dh and dRldh are computed in a short subroutine
named DDH(H), in which the single parameter is the height H. The derivatives are named
DSDH and DRDH and are transmitted to Subroutine ATLQSS via a CONMMON block
named DRS.

The refractive index model used is given by (2)

n(h) - 1 , 0.000313 e-kh (7)

where k = 4.3848 X 10-5 if h is in feet. The earth's radius is assumed to be 6370 kin, or
2.0899 X 107 ft.

A special technique is used to perform the integrations in the vicinity of h = 0 for
the special case 0, = 0, because in that case dR/dh and dsfdh both become infinite. This
technique was described by the author in a paper published in 1968 (15).

The tropospheric noise temperature Tatm (Fortran name ATMP) is computed by
numerical integration of the equation

Tatm = 0.2303 0-(R) Tt(R) exp 0.2303 R y(r) dr1 dR, (8)

where dR is taken alorg the ray path. Tt is the thermal temperature of the troposphere;
its values are transmitted to Subroutine ATLOS_, from ALPHA via COMMON block TMP.

The previously described modification of Simpson's rule cannot be used to perform

this integration because it is an integration with respect to R (range) rather than h (height).
The h intervals, as described in the section on Subroutine ALPHA, are uniform (over each
of the four height regions); however, the corresponding R intervals are not uniform.
Another special modification of Simpson's rule was devised to handle this problem; it is
embodied in Subroutine INTGRT, which is called by ATLOSS to perform the numerical
integration of Eq. (8). Further dietails of the absorption and noise temperature calcula-
tions will be given in a report to be written in the near future, in which curves for absorp-
tion and noise temperature as functions of frequency and elevation angle will be presented.

Subroutine TEMP (FMHZ, ELEV, K, ANF, ALA, ALR, ATMP,
TA, TR, TE, TEI, TSYS)

The input parameters FMHZ, ELEV, and ATMP are the same as those of Subroutine
ATLOSS. The other input parameters are

K -- galactic noise code (-1, 0, +1)

ANF -- receiver noise factor NF, dB

ALA -- antenna loss factor L., dB

ALR - receiving line loss factor L,, dB.
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The output pakrameters are

TA - antenna noise temperature T,, kelvins

TR - receiving-transmission-line noise temperature Tr

TFr - receiver noise temperature T1

TEI - product of Te and Lr

TSYS - system noise temperature T,.

The antenna noise temperature is computed by use of equations given in NRL Report
6930, p. 49, and Report 7010, pp. 40 through 44 (1). The sky temperature, named TAI,
is first computed from the equation

TAky = (Tgaj + Tbb)/Latm + Ta(sun) + Tatm (9)

in which Tgsi is the galactic noise temperature, Tbb is the cosmic blackbody temperature
(2.7 K), Latm is tl-': atmospheric loss factor (expressed as a power ratio ; 1), T,(su,,) is
the solar contribution to the antenna temperature (assuming that the sun is in an average-
level sidelobe of the antenna pattern), and Tatm is the atmospheric noise temperature
(ATMP, obtained from Subroutine ATLOSS). TI-e galactic temperature is given by

Tga! - T1 e0 . ( 0 0 /fMHZ}2 ). (10)

The quantity TI 0 0 is the galactic temperature at the frequency fMHZ = 100 MHz. Its
numerical value depends on the galactic noise code K according to the following prescription.

K T1O0( (kelvins)

-1 500

0 3050

+1 18,650

The solar contribution to antenna temperature Ta(sun is obtained from a table of
vaiues of the solar noise temperature Tsun entered via a DATA statement; the table corresponds
to frequencies in the range 100 MHz to 10 GHz, and the values are taken from Fig. 6 of
Report 7010, p. 43 (1). At frequencies between the tabulated values, ,Tsu is found by
linear interpolation. Above 10 G~lz, Tsun is assumed to have the constant value 10,000
kelvins. The solar temperature Ts,, is related to T0 (sun) by the equation

To(sun) = Tsun X 4.75 X 10- 5/Latm. (11)

The numerical factor takes into account the assumed unity-gain average sidelobe level, the
ratio of the sun's noise diameter to the total solid angle (4n steradians) viewed by the antenna
including its side and back lobes, and the assumption that the sun is on the average ten times
noisier than indicated by the referenced curve, which portrays the "quiet sun." Then, Ta(sun I
is decreased by a factor of 10 if K = -1 and increased by 10 if K = +1, where K is the galactic
(and solar) noise code.
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The resulting value of sky temperature TAI is multiplied by 0.876 to take into account
the fraction of the total antenna pattern subtended by the sky, and to this is added the
contribution due to antenna-loss noise, in accordance with Eq. (37) of NRL Report 6930.

The transmission line and receiver noise temperatures T, and T, are computed in
accordance with Eqs. (40) and (41) of NRL Report 69.'in, p. 50, and combined to give
the system noise temperature by the equation

Ts= T. + Tr + Lr Te, (12)

where Lr is the receiving line loss factor. The product LrTe is also reported to Subroutine

RANGE as the parameter TEI, and is printed as an intermediate output of the program
along with Ta, T, Tr,, and Ts.

Subroutine PDSN (PDT, PFA, NPULS, KASE, SDB)

The purpose of this subroutine is to find the signal-to-noise ratio required for detection
SDB, for the specified probability of detection PDT, false-alarm probability PFA (expressed
as a positive number representing the negative power of ten), number of pulses integrated
NPULS, and Swerling fluctuation case, KASE. Subroutine PDSN does not perform the

calculation; it merely manages it by calling other subroutines. The actual calculation
requires an ite~ation, vhici6i it performed by Subroutine INVERS, called by PDSN. Before
calling INVERS, PDSN estimates a range of decibel values (lower value DB1, uppei value
DB2) likely to contain the true value SDB. An empirical formula is used for this purpose.
This procedure minimizes the number of iterations required. Subroutine PDSN is called
from Subroutine RANGE, and the resultant value of SDB is used as a factor in the range

calculation. When the "case" parameter of Subroutine RANGE is 6 or 7 (Col. 74 of
the data card), PDSN is not called, since the signal-to-noise ratio is then a direct input
and need not he calculated.

Subroutine INVERS (XMIN, XMAX, XLO, XHI, NSIG, LIM,
NOI, X, Fl, FT, F)

This subroutine performs an iteration to determine the value of the argument X of
a function F(X) which will, within a specified accuracy, cause F(X) to equal FT, a specified
value of the function. The accuracy parameter is NSIG - the number of significant figures
to which agreement is desired between F(X) and FT. LINM specifies a limit on the number
of iterations permitted, and NOI (output parameter) reports the number of iterations
actually performed. F1 is the actual final value of F. It is required that F be a monotonic
function of X within the permissible range of variation of X, which is from XMIN to
XMAX, and that tne value FT exists within this range. The input parameters XLO and
XHI define a 'egion in which it is guessed that the desired value of X will be found. If
no knowledge exists by which to estimate this region, XLO and XHI can be set equal to

XMIN and X.MAX; however, the more narrowly the region is defined, the fewer will be
the iterations required.

If the slope dFIdX hecomes nearly zero in some part of the range from XMIN to
XMAX, and if this region is contained between XLO and XHI, the iteration will converge
very slowly, or conceivably not at all. It is for this reason, as nacntioned earlier, that
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values of probability of detection greater than 0.99 should not be specified. Evidently
Subroutine MARSWR, which is involved in the iteration, does not define well the slope
of the "function" in this region.

Function PD (SNDB)

In order to define a function on which INVERS can operate, the Fortran FUNCTION
PD is used, with signal-to-noise ratio (dB) as the argument SNDB. This function merely
calls Subroutine MARSWR, which calculates the probability of detection.

Subroutine MARSWR (SNDB, N, FA, KASE, PN)

As has been discussed, this subroutine is basically the subroutine of Fehiner (6) which
he nimed MARCUM. It was renamed MARSWR after a few changes in it were made to
adapt it to the requirements of Program RGCALC. The input parameters are SNDB,
the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels; N, the number of pulses integrated; FA, the false-alarm
exponent; and KASE, the Swerling fluctuation case.

As has been mentioned, Fehlner's original subroutine calculates the probability of
detection PN for a specified value of Marcum's false-alarm number rather than on the
basis of false-alarm probability. The power-of-ten exponent of the false-alarin number is
nanied FAN in the subroutine. The relation between FAN and the false-alarm probability

Pfa is

[ loge 0" 1
FAN = log, 0 L loge(1 -Pfa) (13)

This relationship is used in Subroutine MARSWR to convert the input parameterFA to the internal parameter FAN.

In using Subroutine MARCUM, it was found that an appreciable portion of the
computing time is spent in computing the bias level YB. If succesive calls to MARCUM
are made with the same values of N and FA (but with different values of SNDB and KASE),
it is not necessary to repeat the bias-level calculation. Therefore- a provision for omitting
that part of the calculation, when successive calls to MARSWR are made with the same
values of N and FA, has been added to the subroutine.

Functions named DGAM, DEVAL, GAM, and SUMLOG are part of the MARCUM
subroutine, which was originally written in Fortran II for use with an IBM computer.
These functions are also incorporated into MARSWR. The only ,hanges made in them
were those necessary to adapt them for use on the NRL CDC-3800 computer. (Some of
thcst adapting changes were made by Stanley Gontarek, of the Naval Air Systems
Command.) A further slight change was made in Function SUMLOG; the array named
A therein was given a dimension 1000 rather than 200 as in the original MARCUM sub.
routine. This increased dimensioning saves computing time if successive calls to SUJMLOG
are made with values of N gr-eater than 200.
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FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING

The Fortran program, subroutines, and functions are listed on the following pages.
The names of the listed routines and their computer lengths (number of locations required)
are as follows:

Name Locations Required

Octal Decimal

Program RGCALC 232 154
Subroutine RANGE 2030 1048
Subroutine TEMP 362 242
Subroutine ATLI)SS 756 494
Subroutine DDH 112 74
Subroutine ALPHA 520 336
Subroutine INTGRT 211 137
Subroutine ITERAT 220 144
Subroutine PDSN 230 152
Function PD 63 51
Subroutine INVERS 714 460
Subroutine MARSWR 3123 1619
Function DGAM 216 142
Function D'EVAL 10G 70
Function GAM 206 134
Function EVAL 111 73
Function SUMLOG 4203 2179

Totals 16525 7509
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1 ALTLB8,ALPDA, £LXCR,Cdn@.A4FDd,N*ULSIpn,pr4.kAsE.ELEv,&4tSIS)
CO'MeON/RGA/ RG(75), ATYN(3,79)

10 IKASE a 0
Ge TO 12

It IKASE a KASE
12 CALL ¶EMPIrmwZ@ELEVNOISE,ANF0qALADe.ALRDP.ATMP,TAYRiT,TEI,~l

If (KASE ,GE. 6) 6nfl,8
60 ShDesPo

GO TA 62
61 CALL PflSN(PD,PrA,hPULSIKAsE'5ND8)
67 FACDRUGTDo*GRUR.C SeAkL *~ALPIHgALXDBwSN0P

FACasjQ,. (FACD9*. .)
RhnflR129.20(PTKhW.TAUMS*SIGSm*FAC.' (FmhZ.FMWZ.TSYS) I**,.5

PNGASRNGo
CALL ITERAT(ANGA,ATT)
PRINT I
PRINT 100# PYKW
PRINT 101, TAUMS
PRINT 102, GTDQ
PRINT 103, GRD8
PHINT 104, VF't.Z
PRINT 105, ANFOB
PRINT 106, CRDR
PRINT l06, ALAD8
PRINT 109, ALTDB
PRINT 110, ALRDB

PRINT III., ALPD8
PRINT 112, ALxDH
IF (KASE ,GE. 61 63,64

IF (KASE *EO. 7) PRINJT 117, PFA

64 PRINT 10,5 PL

* ?PRINT 1137 P

PRINT 61,0 F

65PRINT 121, SYAS
PRINT 126, YRE

5nPRINT 1235 Y

ýlPRINT 56JYE

PRINT 1260 SY

I ~ PRINT 1123, ATTNEI 5PRN 2#IY
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09/ 12/72

PROGNAM RGCALC
OIMEKbSION NAME(IO)

2 READ 3. NAME
IF (EOlre~o) 10.11

10 STOP
11 PRINT 22
It FORMA?(1SN.0RAOAR NAME OR OESCRIPIION -0 0/)

PRINT 309 NAME
REAO 49 PTTAUGtGR.SIGFMALaALRALt .ALPALACS.AN7 ,NP.PO.

IFA*KASELONS
CALL. RANGE(PTTAUGYGRSIG9FMALA9ALRALT*ALP9ALXcaANF*NPPO,

F& oA,,beELONS)
PRINT s
no0 Ic 2

I UOPMAT(6x,I4)
3 FOUMAT(IowS

30 FORmITi10xg1OA8I/)
4 FORMAT (2FE.0.ZF4.o,2F60.0,F.O.*IS.?F4.0,I1,PA.O,tZ)
5 FORMIT(1M1)
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IF ('CASS JOE, 6) *6661
*6 PRINT 1661*N0AIAT1

PRINT 16?, SNOB
IF ('CASE EQ. 7) 170# 171

1? Shoot PIA
DjrF $'IVS.SNDO1

CALL JTERATIRNGIIATT)
PAIN' 166, NNGI, AT?
PRINT 167, SNOB&

67PRINT 151
0,PRINT 150
PRINT 192
PRINT 153
PRINT I4. I'ASE,SND9,AIT.,N0A
IF ('CASE FQ., 51 02

20 DS 30 1.1,4
CALL P0SN(PD,F`rA.NPULSL.ISNDI1)

ANGORISNG09FAC
CALL ITERAT(RNGIAYT)
PNINT 14. I,SNCBIATT.RNGI

40 CONTINUE
21 RETURN
I FORMAT (15X&RADAR AND TARGET PARAMETERS tI~IPuTS .e

100 F6RMAT(ISXOPULSE POWER# XW I ,..... ...... .... I
J~i FORMAT(15X*PULSE LENG1, MICResEC #. ,.,..

102 FSRMAT(15XPTPAN$MIT ANTENNA GAIN, nq .. ,

103 FORMAT(15XORECEIVE ANIENNA GAIN, DB *............

104 FORblhT(15SreREQUENCY, mm? .. ,................I. ...... ¶
Ig5 FOR'4Atj5xeAECEIvkR NeISE FACTOR~ (FIGURE)# DR ....

* 10~~I6 F8RMAT(l5X*BANDWION 0PRAECT19N rACTOR, 08...,,,,,.FIt
)Q7 F6RMA¶(15X*NtJM~kR ki P'UL.SES INTEGRATED .~.

IQ$SFORMAT(15XeANTFNNAgfwMIC LOSS#DO D,.;......... ...
Ig9 FORI4AT(15X*TRANSMIT THANSMISS1IMN LINE LeSS, CB .... Ojjj

* 110Il rQRMAj(1SX*RECEjVk TRANSMISSIMN LINE LGSS, CO ....,..,.PjjI
III FROMAT(15XOSCANNING*ANENNA PATTERN LOSS, DO ...... to#.... *J11,I)
it 1? FORMAT(IOXOMISCELLANFtOUS LOfSs, DO ell@... g.#... s..f.t...,*,oii.i)
113 FbftmATf15X*P08A9ILjtY OF DETECTION .;.............., #to# ... 10. 13
114 FORMAT(1510rALSE.ALARM PNROAAILIys NEGATIVE PpwEH qr TEN *,t11*j)
115 FORMATCISXARAGLT CROSS SECTION, SOVARF METERS

I' ~~116 FORMAT(15X#YAAOE? ELEvATION ANGLE, DEGqEFS .,.......,~.eV~,
III FORmAT(j5XpeSIGNAL-TP-veISF RA9)rg, DO...,... ,.....
55 F*)RMAT(I5XsMjNI94VM SO~LAR AND GALACTIC NOISE ASSUMED*)
56 FORMAT(jSX*AVERAGE SOLAR A64D GALACTIC NOISF ASSuME1.)

5? FORMAT(1SXAMAXIMUN S0L.AR AND GALACTIC AJSISF ASSuMED.)
*f0 F6CMAT C I5X, 3iTERN-Peeeee.****FACORSOO ASSUMED@ a* 11)

6n 0OMTIXPENPOAAJNFCO~ SUE
2 F6RMATCj5X*CALCIJLATkVD 0LaNTITES (OUTPUTS) -**/)

,jo FO0MAT(15XggN1ISE 1EMPL0ATvRLS# DEGREES KELVIN -- e
1ki FRMATISXOINTbNNA (?A) *..............IS.....

Ik2 FbRMAT(15XO RECEIVING 7RANSmISSIMN LINF (TR) .,,O71)
10 FORMATC15xv 0cCLIVER (YE) ''.;............,.....
I'c3 FRf0MAT(15Xo Tk X LINF&LOSS FACY80 a TEI .,,.,,*~11
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1gd FiRMATt15X* YTM.A O*?I
UkS FlRMAT(15Xo~w*.WAY AYTENUA?IMIN YWROUGH ENTIRE T~epSpNpEpF O , D9

120 rGRMAT(ISN. SWERLING 5I(NAL& lospoSp'MEAIC OANGE,*)
151 FRoMA&i 15ko F6UCTt~ATtoN TO&NOtSE ATTENUIATIN, NAUTICAL*)

152 Fd4Al(j5xe CASE RATIO$ D DECIBELS 141LE90)
Sb3 FrmMATc(5I. --- e--- --- --- ---... ....
14 FIRMAT(20X, 1j,9XF6,2, 9X,r6.:Ibx,r.,I/l

166 FORMAT(/,l)X6RANGF a e*ro61* N, Ml,# 'RtPOSPNERIC A'TENU'ATIMNaa

167 FQRMAT(l5X,.FGR SPFCIýILD SIGNALOTOWN61SE RATIO * F6,2,. Dae//)

END
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SUBROUTINE TEMP (FMN?.ELEV,KANFALA.ALR.ATM4PDAT.ITE,T!Z TSYS)C PARAMkTER K DEYERMINFS WWA? NOISE CINVTIONS ARE ASSUMED, Rea 19j
C FOR QIJIET SUN AND LOWEST GALACTIC NOIIS (NION GAIN ANTENNA LOOKINGC IN DIikECTfSOi IF GALACTIC PILE), ROO 15 FDA AVERAGE GALACTIC NOSe (GEOMkTRIC MEAN OF LOWEST AND WIGI4ESTEMPERATURES)# AND SUN NOISEC Tb#N TIMES TME @UIET LEEL Kai 1S FOR MAXIMUM GALACTIC NOISEC (GA6ACTIC CENTER# NAPHOw WEAM) AND SUN NOISE 100 TIMES QVIET LEVEL.DIM4ENSION T10 0(3)

COMMONIRGA/ AG (7), A TYNt3p75)
DIMENSION FRC.,,yS(S)
OATAP(lO 1 0Di200.e300.1400,#500,,lOO~o,3000. .lOoOo.).(TSW1IlE6o,

DATA ITIOC 4 500.a3g5u.,1I6ý0t)
DATA (TBLMOYS2,T)
DATA lrLASTq,0).(ELA$TglOO.)
If (FrMeZEQrAST ,ANV; E4EVeECOELAST) 0e TO So
FLASTaFMNZ
EL ASToELE V
CALL ATLOSS(FMNZ,ELEV.ATMP)
DO 10 Is2&O
IF (rMHZ-FR(I))2O,*3OslO

20 461.1
TSUN I (FPM4Z-FR(j)). T().S* (FQCI)wFftcJn TS(iJ)
Go To 40

30 TSUN 4 TS(I)
00 To 40

110 CONTINUE
TSUNSI, 0E4

40 A7TulQ, .ef.ATTNI3j75)e.O9)
$0 TASUNO4,7bE.SCTSUN*(jV,**KI *hIT

TAIm(TIOO)(Xe2ps(1QOoIrmHZ)..2,5.tLKeY).A,,.,ASUN.ATM,
A4AAsIO .*O(vALAO,1?f
TA. (1076*TA1 : 254,)OALAA e 290,
ALRRslO ,&e(ALRO,1)
TRvtA6RR.1, )*29P,
ANFF*1O ,.S(ANr.,1)
Tku(ANFF.1, )*29Q.
YttI&Tk*AAI.RR
TSYS I TA 7 R *TFl
END
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061#20/72

SUBROU!INE At%.SS(rM14Z#ELEVsk!MP)
COMMON /PTP/ PP47DI, TY(75)l RIc75),ALPN(3.75)
CbMMON~/RGA/ RG(?9).AYTT(3,75)
DIMENSION 166(4)o DELH(4)
COMMON /PRRGRErgNA0,GUAV#U
CS'M6T4/DRS/ DSDM3,DRDH3,ANi

CATA(rLASmoo,),IELA$?aloo,),(CONSTo,2o2302$S
DATA 11661012,14to.3), (DELWPIQO, .lCoo;,2oaO,,Soo0,)
ATYI(YY):FAC2:(1.25.Yla2.ev2..25.yy)
£TT2(YY) FAC2 (v,29*V14?.*V2*1429eYYl
R6I(DR)srACts(1.2,sUPDWIe4.sDRDM2.,25sDR)

IF (rMNZ.6orLAS?,AND.FLEVk*,ELAST) RETURN
EISAST a ELEV

THETAIELEV/57 ,?957795
SN*SIN(TfrkYA)
C~saCS(TWLYA)
55. SN. SN

U8(RPj*SN)*02 - 2,*REtfl . REFO*REFO
IF (FMWZ,&Q, rLASTI 00 TO S5
CALL ALPWA(FMMZI
FL AS? gVN NZ

55 Mao,
ANGaO,
AlTENIUATTEN2aO,

bdMIN #0.
IF (E6EV tEQ 0.) bImINsIE-9
CALL ODH(NM!N)
DR DM10DRD0M43
DSD~i gDSDM3
ANjqAN
TPISlA6PH( 3,1) aTT(1)
TEMP 1 0.
vl*ALPM(1,1I.DSPWI

Y12aA~PN (2, j.) DSDN1

FAChuDELN(J)/c3 ,*6o?6.j15b~)
FAC~aZ ,*FACj
IMAXs ?88j.J)
DO 61 1a11 1MAX

CALL DDH(m)
DRD#12vDRDo3

A N2waA N
H2W*DELH(.d)
CALL UDW(N)

Y2$ALPNC ,K&I )*DSDW~2
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M b iZ0/T?

Y4cALX*(ljK. )ODSDw3
Yl2aA6PH(2,K&2)oDSOI43
AN3sANI
IF IELEV *LT. 1, *AND, M ,LT. 201,) SoCcsc 6,RDN~OOADR1

CCluI /(CC*6076,i15!i)
PRO d, eCC*H

C FOLLOWING IS APPR6XIMAT3eN REQUIRED NEAR TMEVA60 AND MsO FMR RANGE
c CALCVflATION, RANGE 15 CALCVLA?LD THUS FOR H4 a 100 AND No. 200 WHEN
c ELEVATION ANGLE IS LESS ?MAN I, DEGREE,

RNOuCCVIPRSD/ CSQRTF (PNOD.SS) .SN)
DSj*RNG

C APPROXIMATE ATTENUATION. IS RANGE (TWt-WAY) TIMES AVERAGE VALUE 5PF
C GAMMA IN THE RANGE INTERVAL,

AlTEN~mRNQ*(ALPM(1.1) * ALPHC1,2l)
ATTEN~sRNG*(ALPW(W,1) * ALPMC2s2l)

C P.ADAR RANGE IS GEOMETRIC RANGE TIMES AVERAGE REFRACTIVF INDlEX,
RNGeRNG.(RF1 * 1, * pkrg.exp(-GRAD.4jl)) a.5

Go To 7
6 DSxRG%(DRDH3)

RNGa AN * OS
051. OS/(tANI*AN2)*@S5
A1TEN12ATTEN1.ATY1MY)

YaBY22
AITENIATTEN2 * ATTI(Y32)

7 RG(KI(.)zRNG

AT TN Kl)w ~AT TENI

A7TNC;,K.1)*ATTkNj * ATTEN2

it PkODo?,*CCoM
RN(IsCC1.PRSDi( SQRTF (PIODeSS ).SN)

AITEN~uRNOO(ALPH(l.1) * ALPH(LSI )
A7TEK49RN(1e(ALPMUk.1) * ALPHC9#31)
PNQRNQ*CRPI , REFo.EEP(SGRAD*i ) *a

Go To 12
10 DS*RGZCDRDW3)

RNQ*RNG.0S
DS2YDS/ (AN2*AN3)0.5)

ATTEP4U ATTENI. # ATT2(Y3)

YR.Y22
AITEN~w ATTEN2 * ATT2(YJ2)

12 AGC(K*?)nRNG

ATYN( 1,K*2)@ATTENII
ATYNC;#K#2)eATTENI & ATTEN2
A6OSSSj,1O..(.ATTN(3sK.?)*sa51
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e6120/72

YP3sA6,PH(3,K*2)6TT (Ia)$ALSSS
051 a (RG(K~j)9R0C(K))/((AN1'AN2)*,5)
DS? a CRG(K*2).RGtK*1) )/( (AN2'AN3)0,5)

IF (KI(E061) 790%7
C APPROXIMATION EMP66YEU IN PLACE OF FIRST INTEGRATION STEP,

C APPASEIMATION STARTS AT STATEMENT 7,Q
70CEXqO,59C6NSTs(ALPW(3,1).ALPW(3,S))
70CEXqO,5.C6NSYe(ALPW(3#1).ALPWc3,2))
A£OSSIEXPF vCkCX*D~j)
ALOSSEXPF (*CteYDSI)
AL$S3qEXPF (@CEYs(DS%&US?))
DTEMP,(Q.D/CONSt)s((T(Yl()'YT(2))s(l,AL.SS2) ( TT(2)*7TC3) )*ALSS2
I -A6SS0))

!P2,A6PH(J,K~x )$YT(K.j)*AL9SSS
CALL INTGRT CDSI.DStPI ,TP2 ,?P3,DTEmp)

72 TENP I TEMP*OTEMPi
DRDm1,DRDm3
'VPI a TP3

fl2sv.?
ANI a AN3

61 CONTINUE1
be CUNY!NUE

AT MPsYE MPeC ONST
END
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06/20/72

SUIRGW?!Nk ODM(N)
COMMON /,RROfmEQ,RAD,GmAD,U
COMMSNI'DRS/' 050W3,DqDH3,AN
EXaftEf o.EXP(eGRAD*W)

v~sjx*Ex

END
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06/29/72

SLH4RM~.INE ALPIPA(F~i'?)

t~mm('Pý/H201dWEFAC

rATA(CSTH2~C 4,69S E9 ),~R..'V-2i.23b), (UFLZEPe.17.99)
rAACN~~#1ACKT2,9n)(Vs70t4tSXI286
rA A FT~ ! ,e sd,4 6 ,9.9 Ao.3 A 6 0 ,l.02pf 1 2

IA.906i5Eý6,226.79Al.20A.666,986,~!

rATA (PP=

11, 737e5t.1, 1 ,027UP. *1, 10C33E*I )
CAYA (iTE

rATA(ARs 7,5CCOOý ', 7.,AqoE r 7,37179ý- 0, 7,30779E nI,
I 7.243AIE 0. 7,140:4E 0, 7.lI6lcr 0. 7.5W67E U, 6,9R9,~r u.
1 6,9?575F 0, 6.Fi?4'E 0, 6 e),4~jF O* A ,73o,33E I , 6,67341K --t,
I 6,61077E 0. (.4P2 0. 0.4P5PF 0p 41,42364E 0, 5.3A1A).c, 0,

I 6,29'v76L 0. 6,2JP14t P'. 5,633lbF 0, 5,05440F 0, 4.5-1515F ~
1 3 .9P916L 0, 3 , ý 02 E 0, 3.046'.jF 0, ?,,62c39E U , 2,'1, 6 P o r 0.
1 1.90459F 0, 1 .A1971 k j. 13QCI- 0,tI 1I81 VE -'1 . 01 091 U.
1 8.6035t ., 7,3U447E -i. 6 , 2917 tE -1, ~'34,11E..• 4. 21"5r I.
1 8378*1. 3,22P24L -1I 2 ,7r-74eF -1I '314J&t .1, 1.91? 73 7C -

1,iCe j4 ,~c~,e7'F*. ~ .,~PA419E .2, 1 ,7 u%ýCE -2. 1,.0~'99F -2.a A. 4 51 99E .3, 4.ol 2A4r -S,

1 ,31-249F .3, t,46e~rE -'I 1 0 0 % 2 c-;E .3, Q,0277E *.4 ý,4n642ý. -4,1II.v 8-. , 7 J 4 CL -.6 J 6 E 4 l79 6 E -.5 5 l 7 4
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1, 5,44S62E -4. 5,50P5!E -4, 5i.64O74E -4, 5,A7Q7?E -4. 6.21.432F -4,

2 .06,Q726E -4. e,'I'642E -4. V.001%E -4. 7.32574E -4, 5,691f'2I-. -4t
I, 4.4')eV4-*4)

tATA~km'FACR1 *
r G 'Z aFMHLS'.i 1 -3
rGM Z sF*GHZO IH

FCr2a(FGH2-rýý2ý)..?
I a

LE 100 Jslolm

L0 C;Q( ) 0 W'eA

AIF ALIa U #L I I
10 L 1 X0

15 ýAj=C2:ASJ1C*A~ -1*p0I/T

t Mg A L 1/ 4. HT A 1

A\1.P N 12I A.).VN ?e I

£LP\2:.(ANi*V* j )ahL'ýC

5( f P k7 1 LF L

C ALPI.,JI : S !'ZfsAL srP'TT'( I~ FIIJ

ALPioCloI)SALOO-il!)*rL~zL-LicJ6(PýOL~c#PP(TeLI
ýkLF~sr______~

rr-P2=ý~_ - jTIOEF*I/F~ pretf;)J /7'F 6LF )
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SLJGROWINE 'INTGRT CI41,W2,YiV2,Y,Y~tAREA)

w22qW2*H2
HMSHN1 S2
WPASHI*HN2
Ai'AC. (YleH2 * Y~omM1.V~6PH)/(HHGHSPH)
AREA I (AFAC,3,.pt4~2*w2 * M1520MI) * Yy2AC*2*H241)
I (2,OH2) & Y24HPH

E ND
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SWRROUTINk ITERAY(RMX,ATTI
C GIVEN RADAR MAXIMUM RANGE IN NONABSORB!NC SPACE, RmX# ?WE
c SUBROUTINE FIND$ THE ATMOSPMERC ATTENUATION AYT, ?ROM A TABLE
C SUPPLIED WY ANOTHER SUDROVYINE VIA TMJ COMMON STAT6MENT,
C 17 TMkN CORRECT$ THE~ RANGE RMX OY A fAcTam BASS0ON A YT, ?NIS
C PROCEUURE IS ITERATED UNTIL SUCCeSSIVE AVY VALUES DIFFER By LESS
C TI4AN 9.1 DECIWE6,

COMMON/RGA/ RG(75), AIN(5,75)
ATTLEg,

I ce to 182,75
IF (R611) - RmX) 1019-11

11 Jisle
ATTu(ATTN(3# ).AYTN'(SJ8SOCRMX.RG(Jfl/CRGII).RG(J)) ATTN(SJ#)
06 TO 12

9 ATTuATTN(3013
Of TO 12

10 CONTINUE
ATTIATTNt3,75)

12 DIFF .ATYL - AT?
RMX *RMX # I0.ea(DJIFF.025)
IF (ANSF(DIFF) ,LT. 0.1) RETURN
IF (RMX .9E, RGf75)) RETURN
AITL *1'rT
GO TO I
END
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SURROUTINE POSN(PDT,PFANPULSsKASE95D6)

EXTEPNAL PO

MIMENSION c90o5) ,S4.OPE (5) 
PDFAC (S)

ComMON /POS/ PVFLASToNLASTtKSL.AST

nATA (PFL*SYOO.) ,(NLASTO0) ,(P(SLASTI*1)

DATA (OBO8l 2 .S91,l4.,*!,3.2 9 13.2),(SL0PEmGetovo?.A6c~

I (PnFACm4*S,20*920*91
3o 1 3*)

IF (POT.ECoPOLAST) 1920

I IF (PFA*EC*PVLAST) 2920

2 If (NPULSEQONL.AST) 3.20

3 IF (KASE*EQoKSLAST) RETURN

20 POLASlwPO?
P FL AST .PF A
NLAST .NP'LS
K SLAS TUK ASE
KxKASE * I

PUsuNPULK)SLSOPEC ) eALOGIO (PULS) '(P~t...) *PnFAC (K) '(PFAB8.)*41

OB28CAI .2.
CALL NESDMNDMoD1O24IN1SOP19DgD
END
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FUNCTION PD(SNhe OJI'7
COMMCN/POS/FAsNopKASE
NPON
VANOFA
A SEM ASE

CALL MARSWR (SN0$,NP9FANVKASP0D1

ENO
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SUAROUTINE ?t4VEmS(XMIP4,XMAXELO.APINSIGLIl~tNOy ,m,71FTiv)
c THIS IS A MODIFICATIONS (APRIL 1970) OF A PREVIOuS SUBROUTINE NAM4ED
C ThVERT. T".IS VERSION HAS A00171ONAL PARAMETERS, Lo V. SLAKE, NAL.
C THIS5 SUB~nUTINE FINDS5 VALUE OF X T9"Al RESULTS IN F(X) a FTe BY

CItF'A1IC'. SASED ON LINEAR INTERPOLATIO*4/EKTRAPOLATIO*K FROM PREVIOUS
TEST a 10-**(-NSIO)
FO a FT
IF (FT sEC. 0.) F0~ a le

IELTA 0 0 - XLO
Xl *XLO

FiOP 9S (El) 1)/(iX1

IV' (SLOPE *EU, 0.) 10,p21

( Xj. E4N)

`cý.PE a (F,4AXlFIN)/(XMAX-X~lh)

X26X?*DELTA
IF (N? *GT. UPAX) A2XA

0O TC Pl
?3 IF((FT-FI)OSLOPE LIT* 0.) 24925 '
24 128KI

xiaxI.OELIA
IF (Xi eLT. X10IN) XIOX04IN

P187'.xl)

nlo TO 23

FhaFI

IF (£aSFIF2-FT) *LT* ABSF(F1'FT)) ?96
7 F??uF?

irI OF22

x2affx?

(40 TC 6

TFST1 v AeS((F1.FT)/FD)
IF ITESTI *LE- TEST) 2,6

2 RETURN
6IF MNOT GE* LIM) 12913
PRINT 41. LIM
PRINT 4j!9 XMINs XMAX9 XL09 XMI9 NSIG. LImt Note, Me Flo FT
RETURk
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13 if (Fl *ECQ 79) ISO1S
is IF F AIr)171

no0 To 19

19 lo(X.xslf*.S
no0 TC I

f 16 Xs(Xl-X2)*(PTF2)/(71'F2) X2I
If (X *LT, XA) XtuXA
if (xGfy* Xa) xmxs

NO? 0 NOI

CqO TO I
40 FORMAT (/# ESSAGE FROM SUBROUTINE INVERS *,'/
41 FORMAT . tLNCTION INVERSION NOT ACCOMPLISH4ED WITmIN SPECIFIED
1 s13. ITERATIONSoO/)

42 FORMAT (10 INVERS PARAMETERS WEAE &,4(E10.3'2X)%3113v2X)tfioe3v
I ?22x#E1G.3)/1
ENCO
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c t UMBER or4 PULSES IftIOO..ANAS(,PW.

e W E ([of*$S PAg 8- S#eO 044I6AL100t 891 VALK PAIOV OWAEISLS -

C %ASet swcauLW FLUCTUATION Uo(&. elm *I"ta 0 FO "offe UAIN
Ocft cuP%.? Is PROBABILITY OF 99t(CIa

c SAW ON 0600040al 81Tg9N AJW Apft3Q ON.SICS L*~A419TSV, NW2bi
c %U.6ct?1W( "A~CU.s W"pGOII AT 11f 01 ke V. SL&IM. YIS VtQSbOm
e OAIEC APRIL 1671
C SPL VERSION OfFIC 68q AS Al k &LOW OPWO 1144CUe COMCIPTI.
C OAL #000 Cosakw lIS Toi tOK U LSOO 000"0t1,tY fAS wlq 5(0agoci
C Some 0TMER CWAPSIS ALSO.

ftoUSfti Pe(CISZ~t. ~* Og.aL* 00%ew 96Ei, PON,1 1*gpy 16006300
C .~ COW%.. *.080. NW ItS $966so30

C 6OWT56I 51 b@~m , ae6060007

C IF MODE ISo 1& c0sETo buaI. A S^ 6614tooe
C 60003080

tS" IPS 00001900

C 60602000ossasm~ff* t 9 asT#me~u fam
c0 IPLt41 w09.2"r: *obft141%o oipiaoi'oo- ow

e IFTAT moAo EitCOVELT 000250 ItwatSIeavO A~et
to, 1000c)0000t 446700

0 TO# "S 0.40014002
Ao ~PAN 0 PAt 460000 1~

FN TES 14U 000039000
YP 446.0200030

9SIF IhP)f "11040 N AN. APE .0.II 000

3IF(K.1E) 7.7.4 400003200
7 Yr(aP.0 901999ZEPPEOIZ030,.1.EP, 04050030

ootoi 00003400

A ENPO a Et.13EPAEd(S.0KPPi 00003500

FNa 000036000

yqpa 0. 00031019 IPRE *EO N 40-F&PRV *Go A) 0 TO71I
F( -10 7970 000 03E00
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C COMPUTE BIAS LEvEL 00003700

C 000048000

rNML i U'oG(NEKP) 00003900
1F(AMPPCYS 10,lspN1212 000043000

10VA a *q*f I/tP) 00004400

10 To 14 00004900
12 '4~d100004400
14 YO a VqPR 00004700

F0 2 nEVAL(Yo*Nml9SUML) 000O48co
16 yv y*Hve 00004900

El w nEV&L(Y1,N-lSUlML) o0o00500
STEP a GAMPA * N*(EO*El)/2e 00005100
17 SI~o~7u .,SIEP-PVS).S!GNF1.,s)4 16,20.18 0000spo0

im Vo a Vi 00005300
F0 a Fl 0000S400
GAMPA a STEP oooossoo
50 TC le OOOOS600

2o TP(H) 229?4#24 0000%700
22 yR a yi - mo(PYR-STEP)i(OAMPH-STEP) 00005@00

AO TO 30 00005903
24 VP 0 Yo * M(APYB.GAMPAI/(STER-GAMPR) 00006000
30 RIAS s V@ 0000610

777 VA 0 ~SIAS
7apAfv * 7

C FPE FA00006200
C SELECT W-S CASE 00004300

K a MASE41 ooecco~o
C o TO (1009200*30094009500)1 K 000047(Co

c ~00 00486
C CASE O 00006900

C 00007000
100 SUM a 0. 00007100

P a EN*X 0070
tF(YO-P-EX) 150,102.102 00007200

102 KS v .(EN*1.112. * SGRTF(((EN*I.)/Z.)**2&P*YB) 00007300
KS a XMAXOFIKS90) 00007400
A~S 8 l..GAM4VIKS*N-ITN) 00007600
TS a FVAL(PqK3)*GS 00007700
0 a 6%00070
K a KS 00007600
TEam a TS 0080
TL 8 TN 000061000

110 TEMP a SUW*TERM 0000
IF(SUN.7EOP) 11291169116 00006200

112 SUM a TEMP 00006400
17(K) 116*11bt114 008o

114 TERm a TEQm*FL.OATF(K)O(G-TL)/(P*6G 00009600
0 a 0-TL 00000700
K a Nel 00000800

TL *TL*FLOATF(K*N)/VB O000A900
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00 TC 110 00009000
116 T1 TN*Yfl/FLOATP(9(S*KM 00009100

9( aKsol 00009200
0 a 010%L 00009300
TERM a TS*O4i(0SGFL0ATFiICI) 00009400

120 TEmP a Sut,*TC'm 00009500
IF(SUMaTERP) 1229190,190 00009600

12? SUM *TEMP 00009700
TL TLfYm/FL0ATF(K*N) 00009000
11 a 9(o1 00009900
TERM a TEAM#P*(G*TLU/(G*FLOATF(K)) 00010000
Al a G.Ti 00010100
'n0 To 120 00010200

ISO50 a( -1 a~ EN/2. 0 SORTliEN*QZ/4.*P*Yq) 00010300
"IS OXMAXOF(KS*0) 00010400
GS a OAM(,9,I(S.N.1,TN) 00010500
TF(GS) 17*91?.i5'S 00010600

151 TS a EVAL(PoK5)OGS 00010700
A1 * GS 00010600
TERM a TS 00010400
K( a HS 00011000

aL 8 00011100
160 TEMP a SUP*T(E#4 0001 1200

I (5 -TEOP) 1629 166.166 0001 1300
16? Sum a TEMP 00011400

TP(K) i1664166916 00011500
164 TERM m YERMtFLOATF(K[*(G#TL)/(P@G) 0001 1600

O a 0.7 0001 1700
TL aTL*FLOATFfK*N*1)/Y8 00011600
K t- 00011900

166 TL TNovF/FLCATF(KSePh) 000121000
K( KS&1 000 12200
O0 GS-TL 00012300
TERm a TS*P*G/(GS*FLOATF(K)) 00012400

170 TEMP a SUw * TERM 00012400
T7(St~m.TE'PP 172,174.17' 00012600

172 iUM TEMP 000 12700
TL TL*'VU/FLOATF(KON) 000127000
TfAM a TERM*P*(G-TL)/(G*FL0ATF (u*1) 00012900
G * C.TL 000129000
K %* 000131000
A6 TC 170 00013100

174 SUM I.-~SUM 00013300
100 ON~ Slim 00013300

no Tc 190 0030

C CASE 100013600
C 00013700

200 TP(Pi-p 210210l,220 00013900
210 ON a rXPF(-ve.'(I.#Xn 000139000

MO TC 90 0C0114000
220 TEMP a 19 * 1./(EN*X) 0' 014100

Phi a 1. - GAM(YS.N-20CUM) *EXPF((EP-1.)OLOGFITFMP)OY/(1,F*) dJ0014300
1*GAM4Y@/YEMP#N.2*OUM 1  00014400

'10 TC 90 004O
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C CaSE?00014600
cast 2000 14700

C 00014400
300 IP'tol) 31093109320 00014900
310 ON a tXPP(-Y@I'(1..J) 00019000

00 TC 40 00019100
320 PPN a 1*a GAMIYB/(1.*XE.Nol*DQM) @00015200

00 To @0 00013000
C 00019400
C CASE 3 00015500
C 00015600

400 I7(N.2) 410,420,430 00S0
410 P% s il.2.?.XYB/(X.Z.)**ZiCXPF(l.*YS~i(2..K3 00015600

00 to 90 000S9800
420 PN a CiS/1.)EPYSI*I)00014000

go TO 90 00016100
430 C a 2./?2.*cNe) 00016200

nl 0 1.4c 00016300
mPy~e5"-E) 440,450,450 00014400

440 %um 0,o 00016900

JS 000 16700
442 TEMPr * SUP*TEQM 000141000

TriSUM.TEOP) 444,446,446 000 14900
444 %UN TEMP 00017000

T[RM *TEPM*Y@*0/FLOATF(J) 00017100

446 ON a 1. a A(RN2CM YOVLYO-)00017400
1* O*VLYkNI*I*~8t4Z)CDSU 00017900

GO ?C 90 00011600
45fl PN -. GAmCYUN-3§0UM) * T94EVAL(YSNv3)*C/O 00017700

7 @9AK(Y6*00M-3tOU") 00017900
(10 To 0 000160000

C 00014100
C CASE 4 OOOIAP00
C 0001*300

Soo SUN 0 0. 00016400
C 0 ?*/C2.01) 000 16500

a u .-C 000184400
a C/fj 00010700

Pa reV. 00014@00
~Sa (.E(70/.SAFC .(BO /4'S0[E.I)00014900

I,5 a XMtNOP(KSvN) 00019000
KS a XMAXOFiKS90) 00019100
K s K(S 000 10200
.1 a P..KS 00019300
FKS a KS 00019400
K a XWTNOr(KSoN) oooi9soo
IP(ve-EN#(1.*D)1 55095011501 00019600

Sol AS w ). - GAM(Ps2*N-1-KS9JN) 00010700

IFPGS) S26,526.502 00019800
Sop T%* EXPFFKSOLOGF(C)#(ENFKS)*L0GF(DOSUMLAG(N)-SUML0G(KS) 00010900

I -SUPL0GIJ)*L0GF(GS2 S 000?20000
(1A GS 00020100
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TERM *TS 00020200

TL a TN 00020300

IFISUN.TEOP) 512,516,516 00020500

Sip %Um a IEMP 00020600
IP(K) 516.516,514 00020700

514 TI a TLOO/FLO)*TF12ON-K2 00020.000
TERM a TEMOOT()(*LIQFOT(aol~ 00020900

(I a KuTL 000211000
K a K.1L 000211000

no TC S10 00021200
S16 IFPKS.N) S16,52e,526 00021300
SIR TERM a TS.0OFLOATF(N-KS)O(G5%TN)/(FLOATF(NS.1)OflS) 00021400

0I * 6S*TN 00021500
TL a TNOFLOATF(2*N-l-KS)I'P 00021600
K a KS61 00021700

520 TEMP a SUN.TEAM 00021e000

IP(SkIm.TEMP) 522,526,520 00021900
522 P.UM a TEMP 00022000

TF(K.e.) 5,562 00022100

SP* TERM a Y~MQFOT(-)(%LIFOT~~)G 00022200

0a -TI 00022300
TL a TI*FLOATF(2*N1.-)i'P 0020
X a ReI 00022500
An TC S20 000226000

SP6 PN a sum 00022700
(40 TC go 00022600

550 A~S a nAM(P,2*%..1KSqTt.) 00022900
IF(GS) 5UO76,57.52 00023000

S5? TS a FXPF(FKSOLUUiF(C)*(EN.PKS)@LOGF(OI*SUWILO0INtSUMLOr(3KS) 00023100
1 -SVPLOG(~J)OL00P(GS)) 00023200
(Ia as 00023300

TERM a TS 00023400
TL N TN 00021500

S&O TEMP a SUP#.TE~m 000236000
TF(SUM*TEIWP) 562.566.566 00023700

S&2 qUM a TEMP 00023800

IF(K) S66#566eS64 00023900
4TL a TLOP/FLOATF(2*NK) 00024000
TERM a TERMeEL0ATF(K[10G.TL)/(GFLOATF(NaK.1)*G) 00024100
(5 a -Ti. 00024200
K aK-1 00024300

no T S6000024400

S66 TF(KS-NI 4*66ST69576 00024500
S68 TERM a TSoQ.FLOATF(N-KS)e(GS4IN)/(FLOATFIKS.1)*oSI 000246000

r; a G%.TN 00024700
TL a TN*FLOATF(2*N-I-KS)/P 00024PO0
K a XSO1 00024900

570 TFMP a SuW*TEMM 0002%000
1P(SUM-TEP'P) S?29S?6tS?6 00025O00

572 ';UM a TEMP 0050

IFcK-N) 574,S769576 00025300
5T* TERM a TERM.Q.FLO4TF(NK)*(G.?II/(FLO*TFIK.110) 00025400

T5 a *TIOIAF2NK/ 00025600

K a Rol 00025700
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' 00 025600

40 TO S70 
00025900

S76 PN a i.-SUm 
00029000

40 TO 90 00026100

c 
00026100

C SET PRORABILI
T f 00026300

C 00026400
90 IF(PM 91q049Q2 00026400

S91 PN * f. 00026600

no TO 94 00026700
92 IFIPKI.-) 94,94,93 00026600
93 PN a1 

00026900

04 RETURN 
00027000

C 
00027100

c ERROR MESSAGE FOR SA0 INPUTS 00027100

C 
00027300

99 WRITE (61.9) NJFA ISNRtKASE

9 FORMAT fl•0 /SOM UNREASONABLE CALL SEQUENCE TO mAACIIM, ZERO RESULT00027400
I 7S GIVEN t//64 h 6 IeSXSNFA 0 E16,**SX9S0SNR 0 00027s00
p E I6.8,SXV6NKASE 1 ) 00027600

PN a 0. E00027700

alAS 8 0. 
00027A00

RETURN 
00027900

ENO 
00026000
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FUNCTION DGAM(SN) 00026100
nOU8LE PRECISION SLIM9 TERMiTE.IP,,JI0GAM* MEVAL9 Go SUML.SUMLOG 00029200

C IN~TEGRAL a 1*(SUM9 J20 TO No OF CEPPIJ*LOGP(IeSeoLOGV(NFAc(((28300
SUM *0. t((2S400

K a(M26500
IF(K-N) 100,2009200 M (26600

100 *J a hol ((126700
SUML a. SUPOLOG(J) (((26@100
TERM a O1YAL(d9JvSUmL) (((26900

10 TEMP a SUMICI4M ((29000
Ir(SUM.7EllP) 15920020 ((129100

IS SUM a TEMP M(29200
iJ * ., (((29300
FJ * j (((9400
TERM a TEPM*S/FJ (((29%00
00 TV 10 (((296000

20 OOGAM a SUP (((29700
RETUAN (((29po0

200 j a k ((29900
SU14L a SUWL0G(J) (((30000
TERM a OEVALiboJiSUML) ((30100

30 ?EMP a SUp*TERM (((30200
P(Stim.TEI'P) 3S#40940 ((30300

3s SUM a TEMP 4(43"400
IF(J-l) 40*36936 M(30500

36 F4 a .j ((30600
TfERM a TERm'P.J/A (((30700
j a 4-1 (((309000
no To 10 (((30900

40 flOAM a 1.-SUM (((31000
RETUR&~ ((31100

FNr) (((31200
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FUNCYTON DEVAL (YNvSl4lML) "((31300
tD0USLE PREC!SION XP0NENIDEVAL, YOSUML ((31400
yU(N) 20*20.10 (1431600

10 FN a N (((31700
xPON *XPCN*Eh*B00(Y)-SUML M(31800

20 n[VAL * EXP(XPON) M(31900
RETUR(((32000

((( 321001
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- FUNCTION C.AN(dtN#TN, (((32200
SINGLE PRECsISON VERSION OF CG&A4 (((32300

SUM a 00 ((C(32400
it a p ((32900

YFrK-% ioot2oo,2o0 ( ((32600

100 1a K.1 (((32700
TERM a EVAL(B*J) M 32800
TN. m TFRM*FLOATF(,J)/d (C (32Q00

In TEMP 8 SLMO!E~P4 (((33000

IF(SLP'.TEP'P) 15,20.20 (((33100
I5 SUM a TEMP (((33200

j a 0 (((33300

FJ a j (((33400
TF0a (EPt'*B/FJ (((33500

~In TC 10 ((C(33600

OFTUAP (((33A00

2nel a \ (((33900

TERM a EVAL(f3,J) ( ((3400n(
Th m TERM ( ((34100

In 1'FMP a SUw*TE'mm (C (3'200

!F(SLM.TEWP) 35,40,4Q (((34300
IS SUM~ s TFmP (((34400

iF(J-1( 40936036 (((34500
34 FJ a j(((34600

TERM *TE~m*F4/,f m 34700
j a ( ( (34.noo

r~o TC 10 C ((34900

rA * 13SI (((35O000
PrTURPK ((135100

FNO (C(35?00
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FUNCTION EVAL(YN) 
M 35300

KPON i (M35400

10 (((35600

XPON aXPCN6Eh*LOGF(y)-SUMLOG3(N) 
(C (35C00

70 EVAL *EXPF(XPON) 
(C C350O
(((3500

REU(K M360000

EENO
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FUNCTION~ SUMLOG(N) 4((36100
flOU8LE PRECISION At 6, SUMLQOO((60
DIMENSION A(1000) ((60
fl87*(oumtA a oo),(Dume a 0.) '(60
NR~AXs 1000(360
IF(DU,'A.OUmS) 20#10920((360

10 AUMA a 1. ( ((36600
n0Me a 0. (((36700
NLAST a 1 (((36900O
W() a 0. (((369000

20 NN a XARSF(N) (((371000
1F(Nth.1) 30u 2 ^-&O (((37100

30 SUMLCG a 0. (((37300
61ETURN ( ((37'oo

40 IFINtN-NLAST) 50,50,60 (((37500
S0 SUMLCtG a A(NN) ((7O

RETURN (((37700
60 K a thLASY.1 (4((37700

IF(NI..NmAx) 70,70,80 (4 (3?900
70 nO 72 TaKsNt (1(319000
72 iAn) a A(j.)) & DLOG(FLOATF(ID) ( ((381000

AJIAST a NK ( ((3800
GO To So (((38300

80 1r(NLAST-pKmAX) A2.90#90 ( ((38300
A? no p4 TaK,N'MAA ( ((38500
84 44l) 8 A(I1-) # OLOG(FLOATF(I() (3AO

NLAST a NPWAX (((36600
90 A AfNM'Ax) (((38700

K U *WAX01  (((3eAO0

n0 92 !uKeNN M80
9? R a P OLOG(FLOATF(I)) (((39000

9UMLCO a a (((39100
RE 'uaGN (((39200

((39300
( ((39400
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Appendix A

A FORM FOR LISTING DATA CARD INPUTS TO PROGRAM RGCALC

The following form has been devised for list'ng the input quantities needed on data
cards for Program RGCALC. The form provides a convenient reference for punching the
data cards, since it indicates the card columns for each input quantity. The "case" options
(1 through 7) are also described in a footnote on the form.

DATA CARD FORMATS FOR PROGRAM RGCALC
(Reference: NRL Report 7448)

Cards 1. 3. 5. 7 Name of radar (Format 10A8). Colt 1-80. (Any other descriptive
alphanumenc materal can be entered in these columns.)

Cards 2, 4. 6. 8 . . . : Radar data as below (Note: A quantity with F format can he punched
without decimal point if it has an integer value and is rigl" adjusted. Non-integer nurmbers
must be punched with decimal point: right adjustment tht unneceasary. Integer-format
quantities must be right-adjusted in specified column field.)

DATA ITEM Co-L-S RADAR NAME RADAR NAME RADAR A 7 i
-- _ _s- Ec. A tSEC

'Tansmitter power, kW (P,) l_-_F6_0 1.6 ---- I

•-- ......... ..... ._ ---t---Pulse length. ;jsc (r) F6.0 7--121I

Ttansmi Iant-e nna gai n. _d B (C1 ) 1 -F4.0 31
Receive antenna gain, dB (1,) F4.0 17.20 -

1 Target crous section, sq m (a) F6.0 21-26 I

Frequency, MHz (f) t 60 27 32

cAntenna ohmic los, dB (LO) F4.0 37-/

ý- ;w i • in-e i -d B- I-L, ... . .. .. 4-.0. -.. -37 - -- -

Transmit line loss, dB (LI) F40 41-44 i I

Antenna-pattern scan lots, dk_(LP) . F4.0 45-48 . . .

Miscellaneous loss, dB IL,) F4.0 49-52

Bandwidth/shape factor, dB (CB) . . F4 0 53-56 .

Receiver noise factor, dB (NF; F4.0 57-60 ~~~~~~~~~~ -. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .-----. . . . . . .-
Number of pulses 1M) i
See Report 6930. Eqs. 471) and (72) IS 61-65 i

0Cases0-5 Probability of detection .

Cues 6-7: Signal-to-noise ratio, dB F4.0 66-69I-- - --•-•----- •,o ,•'• --- -t -i ....... .. . -
Clases 0-5 False alarm exp't I -log, 0 Pf. I
Cuae 6. Blank, Cae 7, Signal/none, dB O 4.0 70-73 , .

Case (0(to 7)-17
-4I

Target elevation angle, degrees F4.0 75-78 - -

ralcs t ic-no~tselevel code (-1, O. *1
(minimum, average, maximum) - 12 7 19-80 I

OC4a% awe 0 to 4 - rang# isa tlcuLted for ort5spond,ng Swerl.nlg nfuiituitin cra, . 5 - calculated for all I- Settlng case. (0. t. 2. 3. 4).
6 - acluiatted for the SIN •ai•w in ('"is 66 64. 7 cacuiltd for two SIN valiw, uný in 66-69. othen in ?i 73
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